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Abstract 
People are becoming more digital today, and are spending the majority of their time behind               
screens. Because of this, the importance to socialize have become more prominent. In this              
digital era, more businesses are establishing online. A structural reformation in the retail             
market is inevitable. One of the reasons for this is the competition which comes from               
international competitor. Consumers can click home goods directly from international          
low-cost production actors. With this change, it has become harder for physical retail             
business to become profitable. Even though the online retail market is blooming, there is still               
a need for physical spaces in Stockholm, and this is because of webrooming and Halo effects.                
In combination to this, retailers desire fewer and smaller spaces. Further, the effects             
e-commerce has on physical retail have altered the way real estate owners establish their              
spaces. Several real estate owners convert retail stores into food and beverage (F&B). The              
F&B sector has become more important and prominent today because of its importance of              
creating a meeting place in today’s society. Due to this, the F&B market is saturated causing                
cannibalization between actors. 
  
The aim of this study is to explore and interpret qualitative data, based on interviews with                
branch experts from real estate owners and consultants, retailers, researchers and F&B actors.             
Considering, if the online retail market affects the F&B market in Stockholm CBD. What will               
be the future for physical retail and F&B spaces, based on the change in consumer behaviour?                
What is the relation between the expanding online market and the conversion from retail to               
F&B? What will happen when the market is saturated and how will the future meeting place                
be established? The thesis will also be based on a case study of Sergelstan, a development                
project in Stockholm CBD, owned and established by Vasakronan. 
  
The conclusion of the research is that e-commerce has an indirect impact on the F&B sector,                
based on direct effect from retail. The physical retail sector creates vacancy due to a changed                
consumer behaviour, which enables other sectors to grow. Due to the importance of a              
meeting place for society, real estate owners have almost doubled their F&B supply in the               
CBD of Stockholm.  
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Sammanfattning 
Dagens människor blir allt mer digitala och spenderar majoriteten av sin tid framför skärmar,              
så vikten att umgås blivit allt viktigare. Den digitala världen expanderar och allt fler företag               
öppnar online, vilket har skapat en oundviklig strukturell reform för detaljhandelsmarknaden.           
Konsumenterna kan klicka hem varor direkt från internationella lågprisaktörer som bidragit           
till att konkurrensen ökar på marknaden. Utvecklingen gör att det blir allt svårare för den               
fysiska detaljhandeln att bli lönsam. Trots att onlinehandeln är resultatrik, så finns det             
fortfarande ett behov av fysiska butiker i Stockholm bland annat på grund av webrooming              
och Haloeffekt. En ökad e-handeln har bidragit till butikernas behov av fysiska ytor minskat              
eller försvunnit. Effekterna av e-handeln på fysiska butiker har därmed skapat en förändring             
för fastighetsägare, däribland hur man väljer att etablera hyresgäster i sina kommersiella            
fastigheter. Flera fastighetsägare väljer att konvertera de fysiska butikerna till andra mer            
gynnsamma sektorer, exempelvis mat och dryck (F&B). F&B sektorn har blivit viktigare och             
mer betydelsefull idag, eftersom det skapar en mötesplats. En överetablering av F&B har             
mättat marknaden och istället skapat en kannibalisering mellan aktörerna.  
 
Syftet är att undersöka och tolka kvalitativa data, baserat på semistrukturerade intervjuer från             
fastighetsägare och konsulter, forskare, detaljhandlare och F&B-aktörer. Frågan som         
undersöks i det här examensarbetet är om e-handeln påverkar F&B marknaden i Stockholms             
stadskärna. Vad kommer att hända med de fysiska ytorna för butiker och F&B i framtiden,               
som grundar sig i ett förändrat konsumetbeteende? Vad är förhållandet mellan expansionen            
av e-handel och konvertering från fysisk butik till F&B? Vad kommer att hända när              
marknaden är mättad och hur kommer den framtida mötesplatsen att utformas?           
Undersökningen baseras på en fallstudie av Sergelstan, ett kommersiellt fastighetsprojekt,          
som ägs och utvecklas av Vasakronan.  
 
Slutsatsen är att e-handeln har en indirekt påverkan på F&B. Den fysiska detaljhandeln             
skapar vakanta ytor på grund av ett förändrat konsumentbeteende, vilket möjliggör för andra             
sektor att växa. På grund av vikten av en mötesplats i dagens samhälle har en fördubbling av                 
F&B skett i CBD Stockholm.  
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1. Introduction 
In this chapter, the introduction of the research will be presented. It will include background,               
aim including the purpose of the research, limitation and definitions.  

 
During the last few years, there has been a growing consumer trend in Sweden in which                
people have been consuming retail at a growing rate on the market (Moström and Stopner,               
2018). The substantial reason for the growth of the online retail market is the rapid               
development and high innovation of the digital world. This in turn has changed consumers              
behaviour and created new trends in consuming retail (Deloitte, 2014). The dominating            
market for the online consumption is consumer discretionary goods such as clothes, home             
devices and leisure goods. A growing online traffic for products means that prices and              
margins are forced to be pushed to their limits (HUI, 2018; Arnberg, 2018). These changes in                
consumer behaviour implore a decline in profits for physical retail stores (Piotrowicz and             
Cuthbertson, 2014). Physical stores in the commercial property market is enduring a            
transformation where they are being challenged by the growing e-commerce market. The            
physical retail market is dominant in Sweden, but needs to adapt in order to manage a                
competitive market. Because, what will happen if the market turns? 
 
Furthermore, people's food habits have changed during the last decades. The transaction rates             
for consumption in restaurants during 2018 showed an increase of 6 % compared with the               
previous year. The largest increase in profit regarding restaurants were the ones located near              
crowded streets, and had an increased profit of 11.7 %. The second largest profiters were               
lunch and evening restaurants, which increased by 9.5 % and cafés with 6.3 % (SCB, 2018a).                
Further, the innovation regarding kitchens in restaurants and cafés has developed intensively            
during the last several years, with both improved food quality and higher kitchen safety. Food               
service technologies now provide superior service with developed flexibility, efficient energy           
and labor savings, waste reduction, greater preparation methods and improved sanitation           
regulations (Hjalager, 2010).  
 
The changes regarding how consumers develop their preferences and their behaviour           
concerning new trends in retail and food-and-beverage (F&B) has several consequences on            
the commercial property market. With the increasing number of e-commerce companies, the            
physical stores, which have not yet become omni-channel will get more competition. Due to              
the change of demand it is important that the physical stores modify their spaces to adjust and                 
manage the situation. A result of this is that physical stores are in need of much less space                  
than before and therefore a change in the property value is a fact (Geltner et al., 2007). The                  
real estate owners are therefore required to develop and manage their property stock in order               
to maintain profitability. If consumer behaviour continues to change towards a more active             
online environment, together with the increasing visits to cafés, bars and restaurants, a most              
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likely outcome is an increase in supply for the F&B sector by converting physical retail stores                
to F&B units. 
 
Stockholm CBD is currently undergoing a change. A walk through the city centre show more               
pop up stores, an increased number of cafés and restaurants, vacancies in attractive locations,              
undergoing construction and future retail spaces. What can the consumers expect regarding            
the future outlook of the city and what drives these changes? 

1.2 Aim 
The aim of this study is to explore and interpret data collected regarding the relation between                
the expanded online retail market and the increased F&B sector, as well as the effects from                
e-commerce on F&B. Further, how will retail and F&B actors survive the change and how               
will the meeting place be established? What are the correlations between physical retail and              
F&B and its space conversions in Stockholm CBD? Further, what are the real estate owners’               
main reasons and expectations for the conversions? Lastly, what is the potential outcome for              
spaces and establishment in the future for physical retail and F&B, based on the change in                
consumer demand and behaviour.  

1.3 Limitations 
To promote the quality of the study, a number of limitations are necessary as well as limits in                  
the methods used for research. Considering this research is foremost based on qualitative data              
in the empirical collection, such as semi-structured interviews. The result cannot with            
certainty eliminate the possibility of bias from either the interviewee or that the interviewer              
regarding the topic, the questions might not have fundamental answers or the research is only               
based on the people interviewed. Another limitation is the geography, since it will only be               
based in the CBD of Stockholm. The thesis is further limited to only investigating              
commercial real estate including F&B and retail. The last limitation is that the thesis is               
majorly from the perspective of the real estate owners. However, this results in a more               
concrete conclusion.  

1.4 Definitions 
Market - A market describes the economic social phenomena, where different actors            
exchange services and goods. Two phenomena can be noticed in commercial real estate: the              
space market and the asset market. Where the definition of space market describes a market               
where one has the right to use real property. The space market is also referred as the rental                  
market (Geltner and Norman, 2007). 
 
Commercial property - The definition for commercial property is a market for renting             
properties, where the real estate owners, during a specific time period, offers the tenants the               
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right to use the property. Companies can use the real estate for either consumption or               
production and the price for that use during specified temporary period of time is called, rent.                
Rental rates in the market is determined by supply and demand and presents a value of the                 
current property. If the demand increases, while supply remains constant the rents tend to              
increase and vice versa (Geltner et al., 2001; Almgren and Mörkeberg, 2018).  
 
Omni-channel - Omni-channel is where there is no defined line between the different used              
channels in retailing, and therefore all channels work together. Examples are a retail store              
which has a physical shop and an online shop and the consumer can buy, collect and return at                  
whichever channel is preferred (Verhoef et al., 2015). 
 
Food-and-Beverage - Food-and-beverage (F&B) is the collected name for restaurants, cafés           
and bars. The F&B sector is included in the hospitality industry (Cook, et al., 2010). The                
F&B sector as a whole can be viewed as an experience for customers, to be exposed to                 
otherwise ordinary events to be more exclusive and sometimes more aesthetic. Customer            
satisfaction and loyalty are based on the service quality as well as business performance              
which is linked to profitability (Sureshchander et al., 2002) it is an important factor for               
development in the global economy as it contributes to a more circulating economy (Davis et               
al., 2008). The three main factors of the F&B sector which consumers mainly focus on when                
choosing where to go includes location, food quality, meal context and expectations (Rogers,             
2007). 
 
Daily consumer goods - Daily consumer goods refer to items that consumers use daily, such               
as, food or hygiene products (Boverket, 2017).  
 
Consumer discretionary goods - Consumer discretionary goods refer to items that consumers            
purchase less often, such as clothing or furniture. Both daily consumer goods and consumer              
discretionary goods refer to the collective term, retail (Boverket, 2017).  
 
Brick-and-mortar - Describe a traditional business that operates the opposite way as online             
retail. The business operates in a physical store which they own or lease, which offers               
face-to-face services and products (Chen and Murphy, 2019).  
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2. Background 
This chapter will provide essential material to establish a better understanding of the topic. It               
is divided into several segments which facilitate a better description of how e-commerce             
affects the F&B sector, both in the form of text as well as diagrams. To collect the                 
information for the background theory, data has been gathered and valuated from databases             
such as Google Scholar, SCB, Web of Science, journals and literature.  

 

2.1 Commercial real estate market 
The commercial real estate market tends to move in a more periodical cycle compared to               
residential housing. In the commercial rental market, the effects of the rental and vacancy              
rates are highly affected by the economy in both regional and international perspective. The              
rental leases often last for several years, which might cause the effect of time-lag. This will                
result in a delayed market reaction to prior changes in demand. Because cash flows are the                
most important value in regard to property value, expected rental and vacancy rates will have               
a large impact on expected revenue (Lind and Lundström, 2009). 
 
According to research by Ball et al. (2012), the effect on commercial property can be divided                
to three main sections. These sections are defined as microeconomic, macroeconomic and            
financial issues. The microeconomic issues in commercial property highlights the          
demographic and economic changes which creates new patterns of demand for properties.            
The structural outcomes of the competitiveness and profitability are determined by the            
developers, land owners and investors. After the global boom and bust property cycle of the               
late 1980s and early 1990s the recognition macroeconomic effects on commercial properties            
market became a fact. When analyzing the behaviour in commercial property, economic            
modelling links the variables in economic and financial variables to the commercial sector.             
The research gives an insight of the financial issues with commercial properties, where they              
explain trends and provide a framework for analysis investment issues. Because the office             
sector is the most important investment sector by value, and are used more frequently than               
other sectors, the book by Ball et al. (2012) only compare the economic correlation between               
the commercial property with the office sector.    

2.2 Stockholm CBD and its attractive locations for retail 
In real estate, the important geographic centre of the settlement is called Central Business              
District (CBD) and is the most central part of a city (Geltner and Norman, 2007). A CBD                 
include a variety of different characteristics and symbolize the heart of an urban area. The               
development for such areas often continue to increase, which leads to high land values and,               
as a result, rigorous land use (Oxfordreference, 2019). SEPREF (Swedish Property Research            
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Forum) has conducted recognizable patterns for a CBD which can be delimited from             
remaining parts of the settlement. The area is characterized by containing a high percentage              
of main public buildings, retail stores, offices and F&B. The area is recognized to have the                
highest land value and an appeal for outside regions due to the flow of many pedestrians. The                 
CBD usually has a more refined public transportation system because it is where people              
choose to spend their money and where they work. CBDs have an easier tendency, than other                
parts of a city, to evolve into new areas and will therefore drop old commercial functions to                 
adapt to new assimilations (SEPREF, 2011). 

In Stockholm, the CBD is the area around Stockholm central station, Östermalmstorg and             
Norrmalm. It is the area where the most retailers are located as well as offices and F&B.                 
Uniquiley for Stockholm, there is a lot of residential areas as well in the mixture, unlike other                 
cities where the CBD is first and foremost only retail, offices and F&B. The most attractive                
area in the CBD of Stockholm regarding retail and F&B is compromised in the space in                
between Drottninggatan, Biblioteksgatan, Hamngatan and Kungsgatan, the blue area in          
Picture 1.  

 

Picture 1: The CBD in Stockholm (red) and most attractive area (blue) (Kontorshotellen, 2018). 

2.3 E-commerce effects on physical retail 
During the last few years there has been an increase in bankruptcies regarding retail stores,               
both in the city centre of Stockholm as well as the country as a whole. During 2018, there                  
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were around 900 retail companies which went bankrupt (UC, 2018). During the period of              
2011-2017, approximately 5,000 physical stores for consumer discretionary goods closed.          
This corresponds to one tenth of every store in Sweden. And every seventh store in the retail                 
sector has closed during the same period, which accounts for a decrease of 13 % of physical                 
stores. During the same period, the number of registered e-commerce companies has            
increased with approximately 5,000 new registered companies. 
 
Shopping is an important factor for the economy. More than a third of a household’s               
consumption include sales of goods within the framework of the retail trade. Digitization             
does not only streamline the production, but also affects physical retail stores completely or              
partially by replacing it. The growth in the consumer discretionary goods trade showed that,              
during 2015, physical stores accounted for 77 % of the growth and e-commerce for 23 %. In                 
2017 the growth was 6 % for physical stores and 94 % for e-commerce. E-commerce has an                 
ongoing yearly growth of almost 20 % between 2004 and 2017, however only stand for 14 %                 
of sales in consumer discretionary goods. 
 
During 2017, the Swedish consumers bought e-commerce for 80 billion SEK, both from             
domestic and foreign actors. Digitalization offers a transparency and enables consumers to            
search for information regarding a product, compares prices and observe the stock inventory             
via the internet. This habit is shown in all age generations, and has increased because of the                 
usage of mobile phones. If the products are homogenous, the online actors usually compete              
with lower prices compared with physical stores. The benefit of physical stores are the              
consumers opportunity to feel or try certain types of goods before purchasing. 
  
Even though e-commerce is increasing, more than 90 % or 700 billion SEK of the sales                
occurred in physical stores, where 50 % of sales went to consumer discretionary goods and               
the other half to daily consumer goods. During 2005-2016, there was a growth of 7 % in                 
e-commerce for the retail market share and where physical stores in the city centre, and in                
separate locations outside the city centre, decreased with 14 %. 
 
There is a generation gap concerning digitalization and e-commerce. The younger consumers            
are generally more accustomed to new technology and adapt to changes faster than the older               
generation. E-commerce is growing rapidly, and it calls for a special focus of understanding              
regarding the future consumption patterns in the economic landscape (Svenskhandel, 2018). 

2.4 Food and Beverage 
The last 10 years, the sales in the Swedish F&B market have increased by 75 %. The highest                  
increase is seen during the last five years mainly since the reduction of VAT in 2012 helped                 
increase the turnovers for restaurants. Another explanation is the boom cycles with tax             
reduction and low interest rate which have affected the households’ economy, and in addition              
the increased tourism in Sweden. The increase has been rather high in a historic perspective,               
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but the development has however slowed down recently compared to previous years. This is              
due to the increase in victuals prices and a potential saturation in the market after several                
years of strong growth. In 2017, the total turnover in the restaurant industry was counted to                
101.4 billion SEK excluding VAT. Where the city of Stockholm had the largest amount with               
one fourth of the total turnover with 25 billion SEK (Visita, 2017). The digitalization for               
F&B was 0.3 % in 2017, and is expected to increase to 3 % in 2032 and to be estimated with                     
a yearly growth of 20 % from 2017-2032 (Sundholm, 2019). 
 
The restaurant index in Sweden 2018 in Q3 was presented by SCB, the index is published                
every quarter in order to estimate statistics to follow the sales trend in the restaurant industry. 
The information is produced in collaboration between Visita, the Swedish Association of            
Supply Chain Suppliers (DLF) and Swedish Cater and Statistics Sweden (SCB). In Diagram             
1 below, sales shares are distributed among the various categories hotel, café, fast food,              
lunch/dinner, traffic restaurants and entertainment restaurants. Lunch and dinner restaurants          
have a sales share of 46 % of total sales. Restaurants for staff are the category with the lowest                   
sales share in the F&B industry with 3 %. 
 

 
Diagram 1: Sales share for the restaurant industry in 2018 (SCB, 2018a). 
 
A survey conducted by Novus on behalf of Visita investigated consumers habits regarding             
buying lunch and dinner from restaurants, how often consumers eat at F&B establishments,             
Diagram 2, and where they eat. The number of participants during the survey were 1,043 and                
had a participation rate of 63 %. The margin of error at 1,000 interviews at the outcome of                  
50/50: +/- 3.2 %. The survey was conducted via web interviews in Novus' randomly recruited               
and representative Sweden panel. The target group were Swedish citizens ages between 18-79             
and was conducted during the period October 26th - November 21st in 2017.  
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Diagram 2: Diagram over consumption and preference (Arnek and Englund, 2017). 
 
As the survey showed, 4 % of the participants buy lunch from restaurants every day. Around                
30 % of Swedes bought lunch from restaurant 1-4 times a week and 13 % of people never                  
visited F&B for lunch. Around 58 % of all lunches was purchased at a restaurant where 42 %                  
of all lunches purchased from a restaurant are bought as take away. About 76 % of all lunches                  
purchased from a restaurant was bought and eaten with companions and 24 % of all lunches                
purchased from a restaurant where eaten alone (Arnek and Englund, 2017). 

 
Figure 1: Household consumption in percent for F&B and retail of total household consumption (SCB, 2018b). 
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Figure 1 illustrates the total Swedish household’s average consumption, where only retail and             
F&B between the time period 2000-2018 have been taken into account. Some trends are              
dynamic, in what can be disclosed as constant, but the dominating consumption in retail is               
static. The changes range from 0.4 % to 4.6 %, but has been at the highest change of 5 %.                    
Even though the population of Sweden consume the same amount of retail today than before,               
one reason to the static change is the globalisation and availability of cheaper goods from               
abroad. In 2004, a change occurred where the amount of F&B was consumed the same as that                 
for retail and then developed further in different directions. In 2018, F&B accounted for 6.6               
% of the total Swedish consumption (Carlgren, 2018).  

2.5 Consumer behaviour 
Who are the predominant consumers today? When observing statistics, one can see the most              
active consumers today are the called millennials. Millennials, which are people born            
between the years 1982 and 2000, are today the largest group of consumers (Calienes et al.,                
2016). It is estimated they consume more than 600 billion USD per year, and that only in the                  
US (Nichols et al., 2014). Millennials are often denominated as the me generation, since they               
focus more on themselves than previous generations. They value suggestions made by their             
peers rather than brands and paid promoters. This in turn promotes a new difficulty for brands                
to market themselves, as the millennials are drawn to authenticity (Calienes et al., 2016). This               
is one of the reasons for the growth of influencers, normal people promoting products, often               
undisclosed and therefore unknown to the consumers.  
 
The driving forces for a business to expand online, instead of just keeping a physical store, is                 
based on consumer behaviour. It is quite known that the success and the profitability for retail                
companies is consumer satisfaction, since the consumers are the foundation of the businesses.             
Retailers are focusing more on consumers and their habits, when designing a store in attempt               
to create more footfall in the store. Businesses are becoming more customer-centric, since             
happier customers equals a more flowering business (Andersson et al., 2007). A factor, and              
driving force, for consumers to go online is impulse purchases, where the duration of sales is                
longer and at a higher discount. The foundation of impulse can be based on several reasons,                
either from individuals current unstable emotional state, stress and social pressure. It can also              
be because of positive feedback from social surroundings. Shopping has become more of a              
hobby, where the buyer receives pleasure from consuming goods and therefore continues to             
buy large quantities. Impulse buying is not only linked to e-commerce, but physical stores as               
well (Ju and Ahn, 2016). Another reason consumers prefer online shopping because of the              
convenience, and because they are not spending extra time on the road going to their               
destination or in queues (Childers, 2001). An additional factor for consumers to shop online              
is due to embarrassment. Some consumers find it embarrassing to buy specific products in a               
physical store, such as hygiene or personal care goods. Their shame will therefore result in               
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the increase of revenue of a growing e-commerce market, the health sector (Nichols et al.,               
2014).  
 
Because of the consumer behavioural change, retail companies are becoming more aware of             
their consumers, and are shifting their focus from that of purchase focus to a more engaging                
and convenient focus. Some of these changes to engage consumers, which can be observed in               
the UK, are more personalized stores, where stores use storytelling, they are becoming more              
Instagrammable and picturesque, more digital fronts in the stores and more collaborations            
with well known actors. To increase the convenience for consumers, there are more             
showrooms, click-and-collect, frictionless payments, micro retailing and more digitization of          
the store experience (Hickey, 2019).  

2.5.1 Consumer shopping habits 
There are two fundamental ways consumers behaves when shopping in today’s society,            
webrooming and showrooming (Calienes et al., 2016). Webrooming is when the consumer            
browses online for a product they want and then go to a store to buy the product (Cameron,                  
2014). Contradict, showrooming is when the consumers prefer to go to physical stores,             
browse through the items, and then go online to obtain a better deal (Fromm and Garton,                
2013). These consumers shopping behaviours contribute to how stores are designed today.            
Webrooming is more common for consumers today, and 40 % of the consumers act on               
webrooming, compared to only 9 % which act on showrooming (Andersson et al., 2018).  

2.6 Experience economy 
Experience economy is a definition which came to life during the late 1990s. An experience               
is when one take something ordinary, and make something more out of it and only uses the                 
ordinary service as a stage, creating something more than the ordinary, something worth             
memorising. Experiences are personal which appeal to the consumer on a deeper level of              
emotion. These experiences can come in many forms, but the more common ones are themed               
restaurants such as Hard Rock Café and Bianchi. Experience economy is going the extra mile               
to increase consumer satisfaction when creating a space which is more than the commodity              
(Pine and Gilmore, 1998). Experience economy can also include a whole area, such as              
shopping malls, and is the new trend in which physical retailers and real estate owners               
maintain their customers and market. One example to make a segment area more pleasant and               
trendy, could be to offer a broad spectrum of retail, restaurants, cafés, bars and other               
experiences such as a cinema (Bergman et al., 2017).  

2.6.1 Atmospherics 
Atmospherics is a method used by retailers to gain more customers and a way to increase                
customer consumption. A specific atmosphere in the store, affect the consumers shopping            
behaviour and increase satisfaction. This is accomplished by having a specific music,            
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lightning, colours, scent and temperature in a store. Retailers encourages consumers by            
creating atmospherics, to interact with each other during their visit in the physical stores. This               
will cause consumers to consume more goods and spend extra money and time in the same                
place (Davis, 2012; Calienes et al., 2016). Brands enforce this by increasing the consumers              
act of webrooming. They might do this by showcasing a limited number of available items in                
store of a specific product to attract consumers to their physical stores (Cameron, 2014).  

2.6.2 Exposure 
Another way for retailer to gain consumers is through, exposure. This can either come from               
opening a new store or by gaining presence online via, for example, social media. With the                
increase of brands establishing online, the possibilities for consumers increase. However,           
with the growth of e-commerce, the companies lose their real world presence (Calienes et al.,               
2016). One concept for retailer to re-establish and gain interest from consumers to visit the               
physical stores, is by opening flagship stores. Making it possible for retailers to build themed               
store to create a more engaging and interactive experience for consumers (Kozinets et al.,              
2002).  

2.6.3 Retail-tainment 
The new and growing trend for retailers and, more commonly, in shopping malls is              
retail-tainment. A combination of worlds, where shopping is the first step to gather             
consumers and entertainment will keep them coming. The goal of the concept is to use the                
base of experience economy, to create great moments for the consumer to remember. This              
can be accomplished by combining retail shops with cafés and restaurant, cinema and other              
experiences. The core value in retail-tainment is experience before products, because a great             
experience will in the longer run increase profits. Retail-tainment generate value to the             
consumers in the form of increased expected engagement and entertainment quality (Breuer            
and D’auria, 2017). 
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3. Literature review 
In order to generate credibility for the thesis, previous research regarding the topic have              
been reviewed in order to find the knowledge gap. This chapter will provide insight to other                
researches, and compare previous work regarding the topic, differieting what is new and             
what is not. The material has been provided by the Royal Institute of Technology’s library,               
article databases such as Google Scholar and Web of Science as well as other web-based               
sources. 

 

3.1 E-commerce growth and its effects 
The growth rate of online and omni-channel businesses are increasing rapidly and at a fast               
pace (Moström and Stopner, 2018). This have resulted in the vast majority of retail              
companies to incorporated e-commerce in order to survive. One example is multi-channel            
business which is when the company uses several platforms, such as physical stores and              
online stores to manage the market. The current market expects retail businesses to have              
multi-channel incorporated in order to expand. Otherwise they will miss out on a large              
amount of possible sales and therefore succumb (Hübner et al., 2015). This has naturally              
developed and resulted in the increase of omni-channel retail businesses, where there is no              
clear line between running a physical and online store. This business approach is the result of                
development in consumers behaviour, where consumers move between channels for the           
ultimate deal (Verhoef et al., 2015).  
 
The response to this phenomenon of changing consumer behaviour, is highly developed            
multi- and omni-channels (Hübner et al., 2015; Verhoef et al., 2015). Since e-commerce             
offers cheaper products and has a better supply adaption, physical retailers are pressured to              
attract customers. This can be by improving strategy, location, structure and dimensions (Burt             
and Sparks, 2003). To accommodate to this change, physical stores adapt their strategy. It can               
be either as free click-and-collect and returns in store from online bought items, or change of                
music. The advantage of physical stores is the social aspect, where individuals can socialize              
during the occurrence (Ju and Ahn, 2016). Another factor for retailers to increase sales is               
availability, to open a store where there is a high demand. It has been researched that                
individuals prefer to go to a physical store when it is available locally, to avoid shipping time                 
and therefore increase convenience of fast and simple shopping (Forman et al., 2009).  

3.1.1 Effects on physical stores 
The effects of e-commerce on physical stores has created a growing problem regarding             
reduction in sales, where the tenants require lower rents compared to the recommended             
market level. The development in e-commerce puts the retail property industry in a difficult              
situation, where the real-estate owners need to review the leases with the tenants, sales,              
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revenue and their future (Ahola, 2017). The effect comes mainly from the change in              
consumers shopping behaviour. Studies on how the two variables, physical stores and            
e-commerce, interact with each other has been conducted using four different approaches,            
where they have further been compared in different countries (Cao et al., 2012). The first               
phenomena that have been studied is called substitution effect, where the e-commerce            
replaces the physical store (Moström and Stopner, 2018). These studies have been applied in              
Singapore (Sim and Koi, 2002), UK (Cairns et al., 2004) and the US (Tonn and Hemrick,                
2004). The researches have shown some variation in their results regarding terms of quantity,              
but the common factor for reduced visits from customers in physical stores has shown to be a                 
result of increased use of e-commerce. The second phenomena are complementarity factors,            
where the e-commerce complements the physical store with support by making the traditional             
shopping more efficient (Van Rietbergen and Weltevreden, 2007; Moström and Stopner,           
2018). The third phenomena is modifying, where the customers consume in the physical store              
for a shorter time period due to previous visits on the internet store, where they get the                 
information about a product (Farag et al., 2006; Moström and Stopner, 2018). The last              
phenomena is called neutrality, where e-commerce does not affect the physical store and             
instead becomes a substitute (Sim and Koi, 2002). 
 
Some other affects one can observe today is the usage of space for retail stores. The apparent                 
trend today appears to be of showrooms and smaller spaces (Hodson et al., 2017). Further,               
most retail companies prefer to only have one physical store, a flagship store, instead of               
several stores. Another trade trend that can be observed are an increased number of pop up                
stores, where the rental leases are temporary (Fröjd, 2014). 

3.1.2 Effects on supermarkets, shopping malls and warehouses  
The direct effect of e-commerce on physical market is decline in sales. The need for storage                
and space will be less in brick-and-mortar stores as the sales revenue is far less than before.                 
The physical stores will not be needing the same amount of space they occupy today. This                
has affected the market with slow growth rate in commercial real estate, where the vacancy               
rate increases, since the need for physical stores are smaller now. As a result of this, a large                  
quantity of the physical retail stores has been forced to close down if they are unable to adapt                  
to the changes (Zhang et al., 2016).  
 
This change has also been affecting other types of businesses, such as supermarkets and              
shopping malls. The effect on supermarkets have been different from that of other retail              
stores, the changes are mostly in revenue. In order to adapt, the supermarkets have facilitated               
for online shopping by incorporating click-and-collect centres (Gorczynski and Kooijman,          
2015). Unlike independent physical retail stores, shopping malls do not have the option for              
e-commerce the same way and are therefore affected differently. By adapting shopping habits             
online and focusing on increasing revenue, shopping malls focus on social values. For             
example, increasing entertainment and including more food and catering services. Another           
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method shopping malls use, is having a big variation of tenants and renew them frequently               
(Zhang et al., 2016). 
 
Warehouse facilities are influenced as well. One of the effects on warehouse facilities, which              
are specifically used as storage for e-commerce, is the requirement for newer technology to              
handle orders to shipment more efficiently. The structure might vary depending on what type              
of retail the warehouse is used for (Żuchowski, 2016). Another effect is the demand for larger                
warehouse spaces. With the growing industry of e-commerce, the need for large scale             
facilities are predominant and the amount of storage is expected to double in the coming               
years (Miklinska, 2017). 

3.2 Knowledge gap 
From learning about previous research in the literature review, it is apparent that the subject               
at hand is very current and there is lots of research regarding the area. However, there is a                  
clear knowledge gap to explore. There are an abundant amount of research thesis regarding              
how e-commerce effect the physical retail market, such as stores and warehouses, but not              
much regarding other types of sectors affected, such as F&B. There is some literature              
regarding the conversion from retail to other types of tenants, such as offices, however there               
is close to none according to our findings about the transformation from retail to F&B.  
 
Because few or none research mention the conversion between retail and F&B, and what              
push factors there are. This thesis, will focus on the effects of the increasing online market                
and other factors which has pushed the increase of supply in the F&B sectors and other                
factors such as consumers behaviour and the change in demand. In the same regard, how will                
the supply be for physical retail stores as well as those for F&B? And what can be expected                  
regarding how the CBD in Stockholm will evolve in stores and restaurants, both amount and               
arrangement.  
 
Further, there is an absence of literature concerning how the real estate owners choose their               
tenants and their expectations regarding profit and costs depending on their choice between             
retail and F&B. What does the real estate owners prioritize when choosing a tenant and what                
are the push factors? 
 
However, to manage the research of how the e-commerce market affect the F&B market, a               
study of how retail is affected is needed as well. This includes how retail spaces are affected,                 
as well as leases and location in a meeting place. It is also necessary to include retail to                  
understand why the real estate owners ground their decision regarding the conversion from             
retail to F&B. Lastly, retail is the leading actor on the market today and cannot be ignored.  
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4. Theoretical framework 
In this chapter, a theoretical framework will describe and link the necessary theories to the               
exploratory research topic in order to answer the research questions. The theories are             
microeconomic theory of demand and supply, driving factors and Cannibalization/Halo          
effects. Further, these will be linked to the problem formulation. The theoretical framework is              
based on literature in the form of books and articles.  

 

4.1 Microeconomic theory 
Supply is how much there is of something on the market today. There is only new production                 
when the expected return is higher than the expected costs, this regards both properties and               
products. Demand reflect how attractive a product is on the market, and the cheaper it is the                 
more attractive it will become (Lind, 2015). In Figure 2, the result of how the demand and                 
supply changes because of new increased demand as well as new increased supply can be               
observed, and how both move accordingly to the changes.  

 
Figure 2: Demand and supply curves when they change. 
 
One reason for the shift in demand is a higher amount in population and an increase in supply                  
can be because of an increase in space conversions, for example from retail to F&B. 
 
On the commercial real estate market, supply and demand reflect the current rents on the               
market. Real estate owners stand for the supply on the commercial market and the demand is                
driven from both the tenants directly as well as the consumers indirectly. The supply on the                
commercial real estate market is relatively inelastic as there is close to nothing which is               
newly built. Rental spaces follow this trend as well, since there is seldom anything new built                
in Stockholm CBD there will not be any new spaces for retail and restaurants. Since the                
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supply does not increase, the prices will increase instead for the said supply on the market.                
This is due to the demand which is the most important price setting factor. In comparison to                 
real estate, in which the supply is constant and unchanged, the market for products are               
statically changing and therefore not completely vertical (Geltner et al. 2007). Price setting             
on commercial real estate spaces on the Swedish market is unrestrained. This invites to a               
discussion about what the rent should be for a space and will depend on the tenant and their                  
attraction force on the market as well as the risk of the tenant (Akademiska Hus, 2018).                
Considering the demand is the most important factor for the price setting, as well as other                
macro- and micro economic factors, the rent fluctuates considerably depending on the            
demand. This phenomenon of lower demand can lead to an increased amount of vacancies              
and discounts. The other way around as well, an increased demand will increase the rents and                
the real estate owner will benefit more greatly (Geltner et al. 2007).  
 
Further, Geltner et al. (2007) describe conversions in rental market as relatively rare and they               
often require considerable construction expenditure. The reason for this, is because buildings            
cannot be relocated. Therefore, the supply of a location and its type of architecture is limited                
to the specific use of the space. Since location is one of the major factors for the price of a                    
space or building, the price setting can differentiate greatly between locations.  
 
The demand side of the rental- and retail market includes consumers, retailers, and firms that               
want to rent and use the space for either consumption, production or distribution. The              
suppliers are the real estate owners as well as the retailers and firms, giving the demanders                
their supply (Geltner et al., 2007). 
 
When the supply increase, with an unchanged consumer demand, there will be consequences.             
One of these will be the decreased profit in the individual F&B actors’ establishments. This is                
due to the fact that the amount of F&B supply increase since real estate owners are willing to                  
continue to establish F&B. The consumer’s purchasing power will not increase, since the             
expanded population does not have any capital. Therefore, the total amount of consumption             
power will not increase in Stockholm (Lange, 2019). As the growing population in             
Stockholm does not have an increased disposable income and therefore will not increase the              
total purchasing power, observed in Figure 3 below.  
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Figure 3: The result of when the supply changes during constant demand.  

4.1.1 Demand driving factors 
Driving factors for demand is based on consumer behaviour. If the consumers change their              
habits or preferences, their demand change. This is applicable to both retail as well as the                
F&B segment. One of the major factors for the increase in demand is the growing               
consumption from online sources. Consumers have busier lives today, and the ease of only              
being a click away from a purchase has its appeal (Technavio, 2016).  
 
The notable driving factors of consumption for F&B is the changed preference from the              
consumers. Today, consumers want diversified F&B, and one can argue this comes from the              
increased use, and following, of social media where consumers are exposed to exotic trends              
all over the world. With social media comes globalisation, and the consumers can partake in               
F&Bs they never knew existed before. In the same wave, consumers are exposed to healthy               
foods, shared and marketed by admirable influencers. This results in the increase of             
consumers taste for healthy and beneficial food, for both their wellbeing and appearance. The              
new healthy trend can be seen in all generations (Singer and Jones, 2019).  
 
To follow up on this trend, another changed demand preference is transparency. The             
consumers are conscious and want the ingredients to be sustainable from reputable and             
ecological sources (Singer and Jones, 2019). This is the result of previous mishaps within the               
food industry, such as the romaine lettuce scandal from 2018 involving E.Coli (CDC, 2019)              
and the sprout scandal of 2011 and its breakout of EHECH (Nilsson, 2011) to name a few.  
 
Another major factor driving demand forward is innovation and differentiation. This is more             
of a result from the suppliers side as a way to attract more consumers. These factors can come                  
from having products which are presented in a new and different way than its competitors.               
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Either a whole concept, or in small details such as menu arrangement or new different               
flavours (Singer and Jones, 2019).  
 
There certainly exist several more demand pushing factors, such as the general economy of              
the country and individual consumers disposable income. However, these factors mentioned           
are a result of consumer behaviour in general, and derives from how e-commerce has              
increased and how it affect consumers attitude.  

4.1.2 Supply cannibalization 
Supply Cannibalization refers to when market shares are lost due to multi-channel businesses.             
This can come from substitution effects on the market, when several retailers provide the              
same product for different prices are within the same department or similar brands. In other               
words, when the market is oversaturated with the same products. Cannibalization is when the              
sales of one retailer is greater than the others and therefore consumes the competitors. It is                
important to be diverse from other already established brands to avoid cannibalization.            
Cannibalization can occur when a new competitor enters the market, with perhaps much             
lower prices than all the other competitors. This new retailer does not have to be in the same                  
channel as the others, and one example is Amazon when they entered the United States, being                
an online retailer which allow products at a better deal than that of the brick-and-mortar               
stores. The reason for cannibalization when using several channels is the consequence of             
increased competitors from all involved channels. The business will have competitors from            
two channels, instead of only having competitors from the same origin channel of the              
business. Some retailers cannibalize their own stores consciously, such as H&M. H&M            
establish and open stores near successful areas to reduce vacant spaces for competitors             
(Yumurtaci et al., 2016). 

4.1.2.1  Amazon effect 

When Amazon was launched in 1994, it resulted in major alterations in how the retail market                
performed and the market took a big hit. Thus, made Amazon guilty of one of the most                 
substantial retail revolutions, The Amazon Effect. The effect from the establishment of            
Amazon forced the prices to be pressured downwards, which resulted in competition nearly             
impossible for many brick-and-mortar businesses to compete with. By pushing the prices to             
the extreme low, consumer exclusively started buy cheaper products online, making the            
physical stores barely profitable. As a result, physical stores were forced them to close down               
permanently (Ciolli, 2018). Another effect is that online retailers change their prices much             
more frequently than brick-and mortar retailers, contributing to a change in the retail price              
behaviour (Cavallo, 2018). 
 
Amazon is expected to launch in Sweden in the near future and, besides buying the local                
domain name Amazon.se, will open an Amazon Web Services (AWS) office in central             
Stockholm and has already built three data centres in Sweden: Eskilstuna, Katrineholm and             
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Västerås. It is still uncertain when the online service will be available (Turula, 2019). Further,               
Amazon has entered a lease with a local logistics company, Postnord. Postnord is, since              
previously, managing the shipping for another popular northern European e-commerce store,           
Zalando (Mitzner, 2018).  

4.1.3 Halo effect 
The opposite of supply cannibalization, mentioned above, is the Halo Effect. Halo effect is              
when two products are often bought together, they increase each other’s sales (Viitanen,             
2019). Bricks-and-mortar stores and click-and-collect influence and lift each other and should            
therefore not be seen as a threat.  
 
In 2018 an ICSC (International Council of Shopping Centres) survey was conducted            
regarding the halo effect and if e-commerce has an impact on physical stores and their               
relationship. One of the more apparent reasons to prove that the halo effect is used on the                 
market is how retailers manage their businesses, by establishing their businesses both online             
and physically. Since most successful retailers today focus on being omni-channel, traditional            
retailers have to expand their business online to be successful in this digital era. There are                
two types of retail actors today, the traditional physical retailers whom are now obliged to               
establish their business online to expand and therefore gain more customers, and the             
e-commerce retailers who want to establish brick-and-mortar stores to gain and sustain brand             
awareness for customer loyalty and growth. The digital and physical retailers generate an             
all-in-one experience for their consumers and are complementing each other’s interest and            
creating new territory.  
 
The key findings in the research showed that the halo effect in retail should be explained as a                  
symbiotic relationship between e-commerce and physical stores. One evidence of a symbiotic            
relationship between the channels is that many online native brands have opened several             
physical stores as well. Physical stores can be viewed as a hub for the brand’s business or as a                   
type of media to promote it, which helps increase the sales for e-commerce as well as the                 
other way around. When a new shop is opened for an already established brand, the average                
increase of traffic on the brands website grow by 37 % and therefore result in a boost of the                   
brands image. For brands no older than ten years, opening of a store increases the web traffic                 
with 45 %. Physical stores provide a chance for the customers to experience the products they                
are consuming and to gain detailed information on consumers in comparison of what online              
shopping allows. The physical store, compared to e-commerce, provides a lower cost when             
promoting the brand in an attempt to obtaining new customers. Whereas when a physical              
store close, the effect on the online channel traffic is usually negative. A single case in the                 
study showed a retailer that closed their stores, and the result was a decline of 77 % in web                   
traffic. An average drop of 50 % in web traffic was caused when the retailer minimized their                 
location with one-third to one-half. This demonstrates the importance of having a physical             
store as well as an online store, to serve as an advertisement for the brand. The physical                 
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stores are an opportunity for consumers to try products and obtain professional service from a               
salesperson, which cannot be experienced when shopping at an online store. It indicates the              
importance of the decision a retailer makes, regarding whether to keep or to close a physical                
store. The digital world cannot replace the experience for customers to touch, feel and              
interact with the product. Around 84 %, of the respondents in the research preferred to shop                
in the physical store rather than online only, meaning that physical stores matter. The              
improvement of the store experience and engagement to the customers are well developed             
today. For example, a way of increasing consumers visit in the store is by offering food and                 
beverage and the right merchandise mix. As for the digital retailers, the importance of              
personalization where the brand offer loyalty programs for the individual, the brand can             
target the shoppers in a more efficient way. The study also identified how three different               
generations shop, the millennials (1982-2000), generation x (1961-1981) and boomers          
(1946-1960). The millennials make up half of the omni-channel shoppers, but the millennials             
shop more online than in store if the brand is new. However, the millennials shop more in the                  
physical store if the brand is established and known (ISCS, 2018). 

4.2 Problem formulation 
From the conducted literature review and theoretical framework, a problem formulation in            
regard to the specification of the aim is relevant. Since the aim is to explore and interpret if                  
the online retail market has a relationship to the F&B market, supply and demand is a highly                 
relevant theory as a foundation for the question. From the theoretical framework in             
combination with the aim of the thesis, several research questions where extracted. 
 
The expanded research questions are: 
 

1. How does the online retail market affect the food and beverage market? 
 
This question is the main focus of this thesis and the fundamental purpose is to explore if                 
there is an effect on the F&B market which comes from the online retail market, see Figure 4.                  
Since this research question is quite considerably vague, follow up questions are needed.             
Figure 5 show there is no straight connection between how the online retail market affects the                
F&B market, but the effects come from the steps in between from supply and demand, the                
use of physical retail spaces and, indirectly, from consumer behaviour. The theoretical basis             
to answer this question is the theory of supply and demand and to answer the question,                
interviews will be performed with experts in the subject.  
 

2. How is the optimal meeting place for retail and F&B established today? 
 
One follow-up question, to the previous one, is how the optimal meeting place is established               
today. How the commercial real estate owners form and shape the optimal meeting place              
concerning the amount of retailers as well as the amount of F&B which will bring in the most                  
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consumers, and therefore, profit. Since we are observing a change in how the city is               
structured, retail stores are closing down and more F&B are appearing, an interesting             
question is how the optimal structure is today.  
 

3. What will happen when the demand for physical retail and F&B is saturated? 
 
As a continuation for the following question, it is interesting to investigate what will happen               
when the demand for physical stores and F&B, the meeting place, is saturated. This question               
takes the thesis to a more exploratory phase as the answer can only be speculated. To get the                  
most accurate speculations, however, interviews with experts was performed. Further, this           
question includes other theories; Supply cannibalization, Halo effect as well as the Amazon             
effect. All theories are probable theories of what can happen to saturate the demand and adapt                
to the changes of consumer consumption. 
 

4. How will the structure of retail and F&B be in 10 years? 
 
The final question this thesis will answer is how the Stockholm CBD will look like in the                 
next 10 years. The theoretical background used for this question is all mentioned above in               
combination with future expectations as is it entirely exploratory and speculative.  

 
Figure 4: How the growth of F&B is correlated to the growth of e-commerce.  
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Figure 5: How the variables relate to each other.  
 
In Figure 5 above, the correlations and relationships can be observed between all mentioned              
concepts. The thicker blocks are those more relevant for the problem formulations, while the              
dotted blocks are important concepts but do not have a critical ground for answering the               
formulations. E-commerce (the online retail market) affect the supply on the market, which             
therefore affects physical retail spaces. From there, F&B is affected in the form of vacant               
spaces from retail. E-commerce also affects the demand, and the demand affect e-commerce             
in the same way, in the form of consumer behaviour. Consumer behaviour in turn affects               
most concepts, from shopping and eating habits to demand and experience economy. The             
consumers affect demand in the way that they constitute the demand, and affect experience              
economy by desiring more experiences when consuming.   
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5. Methods 
The following chapter presents an overview of the methodological choice of the research             
design. All methods will be explained in this chapter, as well as why they are used and how.                  
The process will be including sampling, collecting, analyzing and presenting of the data. 

 
To answer the research question stated in this study of how e-commerce affects the F&B               
market, a qualitative abductive method is used by performing semi-structured interviews with            
experts within the area. An explanatory research usually uses a qualitative method, and             
therefore are in need to be conducted before using collected information. A qualitative             
method is used to answer questions in an unexplored territory. The results from using the               
abductive approach, in combination with it being explorative, cannot guarantee the           
phenomena of the result to be valid or even believable. However, conclusion will be drawn to                
estimate the best or likeliest explanation of the relationship between the growth of the              
e-commerce and F&B sector (Saunders et al., 2016; Bradford, 2017). The follow-up question             
on the optimal meeting place will be discussed by the experts and eventually create a               
discussion on a future scenario about the saturation on the market regarding supply and              
demand for F&B and retail. Continuing, the chapter provides an explanation of the             
exploratory case study which will be made to accomplish the research. The reader will be               
provided with basic knowledge about the construction of Sergelstan. Finally, the chapter will             
present the validity, reliability and limitations of the methodology by encountering the            
problems with the chosen methods. 

5.1 Qualitative research method 
The definition of qualitative research is to answer questions regarding why, where the             
qualitative researcher should be focusing on analysing the meaning and perception of a             
phenomenon rather than the measurements (Given, 2008; Holloway and Biley, 2011).           
Qualitative research take place in the natural world and is fundamentally interpretive. It             
focuses on the vision and context of different problems. The main purpose for a qualitative               
research is to create a conceptual framework and to collect empirical evidence to present              
enough evidence for a trustworthy research (Marshall and Rossman, 2016).  
 
The thesis will use qualitative data since the questions of the phenomena requires a richer               
understanding based on semi-structured interviews. The groups of interest are real estate            
owners, real estate consultants, retailers, F&B owners and retail researchers, which will have             
a relevant insight of the unexplored phenomena. The main groups of respondents for the              
interviews are commercial real estate owners in the CBD of Stockholm. The purpose is to               
investigate the subject and develop a comprehensive understanding of the phenomena of the             
relationship between e-commerce and the upswing of F&B sector in CBD of Stockholm.             
Qualitative research can sometimes lead to ethical issues, it is important for the thesis authors               
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to understand privacy and reliability when collecting the data. Qualitative research can            
provide detailed information regarding the research topic, but the results are limited because             
of the small number of participant compared to other methods. Meaning a qualitative research              
can provide an insight of the subject and a credibility but not provide concrete decisions or                
conclusion. The result is affected by how much the researcher interference and type of              
questions asked during the interviews. The results are also affected by the researchers’             
personal experience and opinions (Åsberg, 2001; Saunders et al., 2016). 

5.1.1 Semi-structured interviews 
Semi-structured interviews are used in the thesis to create an understanding between the             
variables, the relation between e-commerce and F&B sector, the future of physical retail and              
how experts view the future meeting place in the CBD of Stockholm, see interview questions               
in Appendix 3. The qualitative study was executed through thirteen face to face interviews.  
 
The advantages of using semi-structured interviews is that they provide a flexible base, where              
questions can be added or removed depending on the context of the interviews situation. The               
data collection is adaptable and flexible and allows the interviewee freely to continue the              
discussion regarding the subject so the interviewer can gather information they might have             
been unaware of. The semi-structured interviews are face-to-face or performed with the use             
of other communication platforms using audio-video tools, such as skype. Therefore, the            
researchers will acknowledge the importance of acquiring consent from the participants and            
ask for permission in advance of recording and use the information acquired. Since there is a                
risk of bias from both sides in the data, the case study will be performed as objectively as                  
possible from the authors side (Saunders et al., 2016). 
 
The interviews will be compiled in the result in two perspectives, the real estate perspective               
as well as the retail and F&B perspective. This is to distinguish between the two perspectives                
as they have different point of views regarding the questions. All answers from the              
interviewed will, however, be anonymous so the actors feel more comfortable when            
answering the questions. Figure 6 display all actors and how they relate to each other.  

 
Figure 6: All actors involved.  
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5.2 Case study on Sergelstan (The city of Sergel) 
To confirm the validity of the thesis, the qualitative approach has been supplemented with a               
single case study. According to Yin (2009) case studies are a good method in situations               
where the topics are abstract with no definite truth. A case study is rather a research strategy                 
than a method, which uses multiple sources of evidence in an attempt to investigate              
contemporary phenomenon in real-life context. Meaning that the researcher examines an           
organization or individual in an explicit place and time. Where it is suitable to use the case                 
study is when how or why questions are being asked. Case study is a distinctive form of                 
empirical inquiry, performing direct observations of events and interviews of the persons            
involved in the events. The implementations of questions, such as how and why, need to be                
answered regarding the events which are now happening with commercial properties and its             
retail spaces in Stockholm CBD. Case studies covers the logic of design, data collection              
techniques and specifies approaches to data analysis. Further, the authors clarify that they             
have little or no control of events that are happening at present. The outline of the research                 
strategy will be using a single case study, in an attempt to develop the context of the topic                  
within its real-life setting where a single case study can provide more reliable information.              
The case study will establish and identify the insight of how an ongoing case regarding the                
space transformations on Sergelgatan and Malmskillnadsgatan, limited to the ongoing project           
of Sergelstan by Vasakronan. 
 
Case studies use small samples during the investigation and have therefore been criticised for              
not producing generalizable and reliable results. The focus is on naturally occurring data, and              
develop an understanding rather than a concrete testing of theory, which challenges the             
contribution to knowledge for research within the field. A single case study will provide              
depth in its insight of the phenomena but lack of empirical evidence (Saunders et al., 2016;                
Angelelli and Baer, 2015). 

5.2.1 Primary data 
The primary data is the data collected from the authors themselves (Saunders et al., 2016). In                
this thesis, the data collected will be gathered from the semi-structured interviews from all              
involved actors, real estate owners, real estate consultants with focus on retail and F&B, retail               
actors, F&B actors and retail researchers. The data will be based on how the interviewed               
experts view and discuss the growing F&B sector, as well as how they interpret the growing                
online market and how that change can be applied to the CBD of Stockholm. 

5.2.2 Secondary data 
Secondary data is the data which is collected from secondary sources which the authors have               
not contributed into collecting (Saunders et al., 2016). This data is mostly applied in the               
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literature review section in this thesis to use as a theoretical background to better build               
arguments and discussion in a later section.  

5.3 Restrictions and limitations 
There are several limitations regarding this thesis. One of the more prominent limitations is              
the geographical area, the central part of Stockholm, with its more unique configuration being              
an area with all sectors combined; Housing, offices, retail stores, restaurants and nightlife.             
The case study of Sergelstan includes five different streets, but the focus in the thesis will be                 
on two of them: Sergelgatan and Malmskillnadsgatan, since they are currently under            
construction with major changes of regarding the structure between retail and F&B. Another             
restriction is the fact that there is only one case study in the thesis. Due to the fact of the time                     
limit of this thesis. If the research was to be taken further and even more in depth, more case                   
studies would be needed. Another restriction is the focus group of the thesis, and therefore               
the interviews with the real estate owners might create bias since they might want to detain a                 
professional outlook. To reduce the possible bias, several interviews are held with other             
actors, such as retail consultants at real estate companies, retail companies, F&B companies             
and retail researchers. This is also to get a broader spectrum of views regarding the research                
questions.  
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6. Sergelstan 
The thesis is partially based on the case study of Sergelstan, a development project in               
Stockholm CBD owned by Vasakronan. The chapter will begin with a historical description             
of the area located in the CBD of Stockholm and continues with the vision of Vasakronan and                 
goals with the project. The information about Sergelstan have been gained from a relevant              
oral source, Vasakronan retail app and Vasakronan website.  

 
The inner part of the city in Stockholm, now called Sergelstan, was developed 60 years ago,                
the year 1968. The goal of the project was to create modern architecture for the capital of                 
Sweden and to adapt the surrounding construction after the car traffic which was under major               
development then. The surrounding real estate companies’, in partial collaboration with           
Vasakronan, are cooperating together for a common vision for Sergelstan. The area was             
developed according to three different levels; the cars located on the streets, the people              
positioned over the terraces as well as the people under the streets.  
 
In the later years, demand has been low from both the tenants and consumers side. The area                 
has lost its attractiveness and sales have declined despite the high number of pedestrian.              
Today the vision is to create a new and increased demand, and the goal for Sergelstan is to                  
create a dynamic and vibrant city. Vasakronan plan to create a historic change in one of                
Stockholm’s most central location. The investment for the refurbishment is 15 billion SEK,             
where the costs will go to maintenance, investment and localization. Sergelstan can be             
viewed and associated to a shopping centre due to the fact that Vasakronan owns the majority                
of properties in the area, making everything connected and they can therefore plan             
accordingly. The risks for the project are both internal and external, where the internal risks               
contain illness of one of the assigned on the project, incorrect decision, dismissals etc. The               
external risks include recession, construction delays and damage, the general economy and            
higher interest rates etc. Some external risks not mentioned are the threat of others creating a                
meeting place with the same vision in the surrounding city area which can arrogate the               
consumers and create cannibalization between the meeting places. The vision for the area is              
to create a new functioning meeting place where people can eat all hours of the day, stroll                 
around, shop and socialize. The urban development project will include Sergelgatan,           
Sveavägen, Hamngatan, Malmskillnadsgatan and Mäster Samuelsgatan. However, this thesis         
will focus on Sergelgatan and Malmskillnadsgatan due to the reason that the commercial             
properties will first and foremost use F&B and retail.  
 
Vasakronan took inspirations from trends in England and the United States and used market              
analysis as well as observing consumer trends in Sweden. This was to use as a base for what                  
type of retailers and F&B companies they want in Sergelstan based on their vision. The               
modern way of shopping is formed by the words people and life, all the time during the day.                  
Vasakronan have tried to focus on an increased supply for breakfast and dinner restaurants              
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which has been lacking in the area, in comparison to lunch restaurants which there are several                
of now. There will also be some permanent stores used for pop ups, where the tenants will                 
change from time to time. Due to the fact that Vasakronan, as well as other real estate                 
owners, have no say in a retailers store concept, Vasakronan will decide on what brand to                
lease based on if they fulfil the concept of Sergelstan, which is Brave, Noticeable and               
Conscious which also must include Living, Secure and Sustainable. The selection of tenants,             
and the mix, are also based on the main target group, whom are the people which works in                  
the area, the office employees and pedestrians passing by. The demand from the target groups               
need to match the supply for F&B and retail, where Vasakronan want the inhabitants in the                
area to socialize and talk about the street in a positive manner. The tenants will include both                 
foreign and Swedish companies which promote quality over quantity, meaning the focus will             
not be on budget or larger chain companies. The choice of tenants will not be determined by                 
the ones who can pay the highest rents, but instead priorities the ones who create a good                 
mixture and satisfy the concept and vision of Sergelstan.  
 
The F&B will first and foremost be premium concepts and consist of a mixture from nicer                
fast food to fine dining and plan to offer a wide range to the customers. The development                 
project will include 24,000 sqm of commercial spaces and will in total include 35-45 retail               
tenants and 18-20 within F&B. The rebuilding of Sergelstan will increase the proportion of              
F&B, which will be around 30 % a total of 8,000 sqm of their supply, view summary in                  
Picture 2. The new trend for retail is that the layout for retail spaces will, in general, be                  
smaller than before and can be observed in Appendix 1 and 2. This is because the concept for                  
retailers today is to either show their entire collection in the store or only display and sell                 
their bestsellers, which leads to a new use for location space and usage. Another trend in                
retail today is that tenants prefer to be only on the street level, instead of the second floor or                   
in the basement. This makes space for other actors to utilize these locations, such as the F&B                 
sector.  
 
The rent varies depending on location within the city, and the rent in AA location in                
Stockholm, which include Sergelgatan, is between 3,100 SEK/sqm and 16,200 SEK/sqm for            
retail, where F&B is included. For offices, the rent varies between 4,700 SEK/sqm and 7,700               
SEK/sqm. On Malmskillnadsgatan the rent for retail and F&B is between 1,250 SEK/sqm             
and 2,550 SEK/sqm. The rent for offices is between 3,600 SEK/sqm and 5,600 SEK/sqm              
(Datscha, 2019). The design for the lease agreements in the area is use both short and long,                 
and the majority of both retail and F&B will be between 5-10 years, where shorter provide                
more flexibility and an opportunity to change to the market rent during renegotiation. The              
leases before the renovation was between 3-10 years for retail and F&B. Commonly, if the               
tenant wants more flexibility in their leases they have to pay more. (Vasakronan, 2019;              
Sandgärde, 2019a). 
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Picture 2: Overview of the case study Sergelstan and its two focused sections.  

6.1 Sergelgatan 
Sergelstan include Sergelgatan, which extends from Hötorget to Sergels Torg. Sergelgatan           
was Sweden’s first car-free pedestrian street and was launched in 1959. 40 years later, the               
then newly opened Sergelgatan was modernized with new and improved store facades.            
Today, Vasakronans vision for the street is to take Sergelgatan to the next level and the                
project will be finished in 2022. The area includes 25 units and is 13,300 sqm whereof 8,000                 
sqm of retail spaces and 2,000 sqm of F&B, and can be viewed in Appendix 1.  
 
Sergelgatan is developed within the existing plan for the area. The construction project will              
create new and an increased flow in the neighbourhood, whereas today there are over 250,000               
people circulating the street every week. The plan for the area is to adapt today’s demand by                 
offering new content of fashion, health, food experience and lifestyle. Sergelgatan will            
become a place for everyone to have a reason to visit and spend time, see Picture 3.  
 

  
Picture 3: Concept pictures of Sergelgatan.  
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The project for Sergelgatan is in several phases, and Hötorgshuset 1-2 is planned to be carried                
out between 2019 Q3 - 2020 Q4 and Hötorgshuset 3-4 is planned to be carried out between                 
2020 Q4 - 2022 Q4. The parts which are being rebuild for Hötorgshus 1-4 is the basement up                  
to the terrace. This signify that all trading and entrance areas at both Sergelgatan and               
Sveavägen are covered by the project. (Vasakronan, 2019). 

6.2 Malmskillnadsgatan 
Malmskillnadsgatan have previously been associated to be a dark and long corridor without             
any circulating people, but Vasakronan is planning to change that. Two buildings on each              
side of Malmskillnadsgatan is going to undergo a total transformation and create an attractive              
business street with a large range of meeting places and flexible office solutions. The              
stairway down to Sergels Torg will ease the flow and movement between the different              
sections. In 2020, the new area will emerge in the city, the transformation will be linked with                 
workplaces, meeting places and other services that gives life and movement all day. The              
buildings are linked together under the street, which provides great opportunities of a wide              
range of services for the tenants in the buildings. Several offices have their own terraces, and                
all will have access to the common roof terrace with stunning views over Stockholm.              
Malmskillnadsgatan is planned to include 7-10 new units where 3,600 sqm of new spaces of               
retail and F&B lining the street, and can be observed in Appendix 2. Popular restaurants and                
cafés will meet the demand for those who work in the area and those who visit. In addition to                   
a new content, the long, closed Malmskillnadsgatan gets a new look and new function. A stair                
is built and will open up for new flows in the neighbourhood. Malmskillnadsgatan will              
become visible and accessible from Sergels Torg and alleviate navigation between the            
different street levels, see Picture 4 (Vasakronan, 2019; Sandgärde, 2019). 
 

  
Picture 4: Concept pictures of Malmskillnadsgatan.  
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7. Result 
The empirical study has been conducted to present an overview of the qualitative research              
based on semi-structured interviews and compiled of the background theory and the            
theoretical background. These five groups were asked similar questions regarding the four            
problem formulations. The categories are further divided into two sections, real estate as             
well as retail and F&B, and the answers will be from their perspective. 

 
The interviews are divided into five categories of interviewees; real estate owners, real estate              
consultants with focus on retail and F&B, retail actors, F&B actors and retail researchers. The               
result was based only on these interviews. The interviewers were chosen according to their              
knowledge and expertise regarding the retail and F&B market. The interview questions will             
be found in Appendix 3. In the result, all answers are anonymous. 
 
The conducted interviews with real estate owners are with the companies Vasakronan, AMF             
Fastigheter, Castellum, Atrium Ljungberg and Citycon. While all of the owners have real             
estate in the CBD in Stockholm, Citycon owns shopping malls around Stockholm and Atrium              
Ljungberg focus on real estate outside of the city centre. Martin Sandgärde (Head of Retail)               
from Vasakronan, and has been distributing all necessary data for the case study. From AMF               
Fastigheter the interviewed is Kenneth Jävervall (Leasing Manager Gallerian). The interview           
with Castellum was Karl Sundholm (Head Project Manager). From Atrium Ljungberg the            
interviewed people where Charlotta Gustafson (Head of Leasing) and Mattias Roussakoff           
(Expansion in Retail). Lastly, the person interviewed from Citycon was Veronica Palmgren            
(Urban Development Director).  
 
The companies interviewed as retail and F&B consultants are Cushman & Wakefield            
(C&W), Catella and JLL. From C&W the interviewed was Mats Toso (Senior Project             
Manager). From Catella the interviewed was Magnus Lange (Partner) and from JLL the one              
interviewed was Mikaela Murray (Retail Development and Leasing Agent).  
 
The company interviewed from the retail owner side of the spectrum is H&M, where the               
interviewed was Martin Sandström (Lease Manager). Then, the interviewed group of F&B            
actors was Stureplansgruppen, Svenska Brasserier and Espresso House. These companies will           
provide their view regarding the matter of this thesis from a different perspective. From              
Stureplansgruppen the one interviewed was Per Gunne (Deputy CEO). Furthermore, the           
person interviewed from Svenska Brasserier was Niklas Johansson (CEO). The person           
interviewed from the café chain Espresso House was Elin Stopner (Expansion Associate). 
 
Lastly, the company interviewed from the group retail researchers was HUI and the one              
interviewed was Sophie Nilsonne (Analyst).  
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7.1 What is most profitable establishing between Retail and F&B? 

7.1.1 Real estate perspective 
Which sector is most profitable to lease to and why? 
Many real estate owners and consultants agree that it is a difficult question to answer and that                 
the question is a bit obscure. There are several factors that influence the choice of tenants in                 
commercial properties. The most favourable tenant depends on which sector drives the best             
footfalls, fits the location and the urban environment. Owners are also observing other             
competitors within the area. In general, the sectors with the highest marginal is favoured by               
the real estate owners. The most profitable for a real estate owner is a positive rental                
development and to keep the investment level down at a manageable level. Given the choice               
when F&B and retail profitability are compared, many actors agree that retail is more              
favourable. This is due to the fact that retail has historically always maintained a high margin                
and a high ability to pay rent and is therefore almost always prioritized. It is still today a very                   
strong sector. Another factor is that it is simpler for the real estate owner trent their spaces to                  
retail owners, in comparison to F&B which needs a larger investment. Retail also have lower               
investment costs, more flexibility and it does not require the same tenant adaptation             
compared with other sectors. 
 
When margins start to decrease within a sector, real estate owners want to find something               
else to replace the spaces with. Today, the F&B sector has been the given choice to replace                 
the retail sector. Some actors say that F&B has always been the second choice, due to the                 
high investments costs. More things have to be prepared when establishing a space for F&B,               
such as investments in electricity and fat separators. It is expensive to convert an existing               
retail to F&B space. F&B has become a more interesting sector in the later years, and has                 
become more important than before because F&B creates an interesting destination for            
people to socialize. F&B can also take inconvenient locations that retail no longer can. F&B               
encourage traffic during longer hours a day and as a result receive additional sales. One               
acknowledged factor an interviewed actor mentioned, is that if there is no restaurant in an               
area there is no reason for consumers to visit.  
 
Real estate owners do not find that it is efficient to have only one sector within an area any                   
longer. When it comes to minimizing the risk, it is rather preferable to have an effective mix                 
of both F&B and retail. Today, retail is still the main feature in trading venues and the retail                  
turnover is still much higher today compared to F&B actors. There will be lease agreement               
changes in the future for retail and it will be interesting to see how they change, an                 
interviewed mentioned. When observing a developing area in the CBD, the tenants on the              
bottom floor are the ones that inflate the rents for offices, which makes it more crucial to                 
know what bottom floor retailers desire. 
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Another actor contradicted with the others, answering that F&B can manage a higher             
rent/sqm compared to retail. What is most profitable is rather a matter of lease agreement               
issues. Successful development actors in the trade business are looking at the changes in              
consumer trends and adapt the supply after the demand. This results in the action of adapting                
the area to attract consumers to the site. The answer is more complex than just observing the                 
profitability factor. The development is directed towards an emerging consumer trend where            
people tend to eat out more often, because consumers desire more service experiences which              
is a deciding factor where the consumers travels. Successful restaurant concepts are an asset              
to a centre, as it drives flow. What have been noticed, is that the F&B actors work with their                   
space more frequently, which creates a sense of change and adapt the demand of consumer               
cycles.  
 
What type of spaces are requested today by retail tenants regarding location and size? 
There has been a drastic change during recent years, where smaller spaces have a greater               
demand compared with large spaces. It is not easy for real estate owners to shrink their                
current spaces. The development of e-commerce is one of the major reasons for the changed               
demand. Most of the spaces in CBD is not optimal for what retailers can manage. Retail                
companies which are located in the city will naturally have to work with smaller spaces               
today, as sales and spaces are more efficient than before so the need of larger spaces is not                  
requested. The smaller the space the easier it is to rent to different tenants, but not many real                  
estate owners can meet the demand. 
 
Today, the most common space for retail is medium sized between 100-300 sqm. Smaller              
spaces are considered to be less than 100 sqm. Few real estate owners in CBD Stockholm                
have changed their spaces after the demand, which have limited retailers ability to work with               
the given formats. Discretionary goods have not had as dramatic a change in format as daily                
consumption goods, and the majority of the changes are due to the fact that retailers concept                
change over time. Tenants want the best corner in an area because they want to be seen from                  
two directions. Majority of the tenants request rectangular spaces without any pillars and the              
space should be on ground floor with a facade of many windows. 
 
Major retail actors are minimizing their current sizes with approximately 30 %. Showrooms             
and pop ups which are using smaller spaces are increasing, but some retail actors also want to                 
show their entire concept and request larger spaces as well. One interviewed mentioned a              
change can be observed in retailers as they have larger assortments today, which they want to                
display and therefore requires more space. This creates a demand from the retailers of larger               
spaces in form of flagships. However, the demand from retailers also depend on what              
business they already have in CBD. If the retailers own a flagship in CBD, they are less likely                  
to open another store nearby. The tenants need to change their store structure and adapt their                
supply to the target group that lives in the area. Spaces on ground floor are the most                 
requested, and spaces with multiple floors are no longer as desired. The result of this is that                 
retailers disappear and vacant spaces opens up opportunities for other sectors, such as F&B or               
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service sectors. Some retailers will need to combine office with store by establishing office              
on the second floor and keep the entry level for sales an interviewed mentioned.  
 
What type of spaces are requested today by F&B tenants regarding location and size? 
Stockholm CBD has always been a F&B city, when retail spaces close down or minimize,               
their spaces opens up opportunities for the F&B sector. The result of this is that new actors                 
are constantly added to the F&B sector, which have become more competent in creating              
attractive concepts. Some actors have a unique concept for each restaurant, while other have              
the same concept in all their restaurants. The types of spaces requested by F&B are almost                
the same as for retail. The type of space depends on the concept and whom their target groups                  
are. Some concepts of F&B favours spaces that is darker and located underground, which              
means low rents and increased atmosphere and coziness for the consumers. Whereas some             
actors prefer brighter surfaces. F&B is a very divided sector, but compared to retail the F&B                
sector develops more compact and branded concepts. Some interviewed answered that they            
have not experienced a larger format change when it comes to F&B, the sector has always                
been flexible. In terms of size, the request is generally between 200-250 sqm, but there are                
still those who want larger spaces and those who request smaller, all depending on their               
concept. Small actors rarely become larger, while larger actors want their size because they              
have more capital to do so. There is an increased for the F&B demand when it comes to                  
smaller spaces. The F&B sector have grown in fast-food, to-go-food and significantly in             
cafés. That is why it is important to build smaller spaces from the start. One interviewed                
noticed when it comes to F&B, that more efficient spaces are demanded. The actors no longer                
take extra units because of previous needs and opportunities to expand. F&B actors carry a               
smaller dose of opportunism today, which means the market for F&B is already saturated in               
terms of supply. It has peaked and leveled out.  
 
Usually when it comes to larger redevelopments for F&B, the real estate owners adapt and               
rebuild the spaces for the actors, especially if it is a key tenant in their supply mix. However,                  
everything depends on negotiation and the real estate owner. When the investments are too              
costly, the real estate owners often step back from the proposition and begin to look for other                 
tenants. One interviewed said, that large real estate owners are adjusting more towards these              
demands, and owners which do not focus on commercial real estate are not as adaptable.  
 
Which type of lease is most favourable for Retail? 
Some real estate owners say the lease term is less important today. However, everyone agrees               
heavier investments results in longer leases. If a tenant’s concept is considered a trend, the               
risk of uncertainty estimates a shorter lease term. A tenant has the possibility to terminate the                
lease whenever, and usually to renegotiate the rent or space or to terminate completely. The               
agenda for renegotiation from the owners side is the opportunity to change the rent. Long               
leases for retail are everything between 3-10 years, where 3-5 years are the most common               
length, and larger actors prefer 7-10 years. Real estate owners prefer longer leases for tenants               
who rent bigger spaces, since it becomes more difficult to find a substitute if the current                
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tenant would terminate. Owners are not exposed to the same risks during changes in the               
economy burst cycles. Pop ups have continued to grow, where the characteristics are different              
in the leases. If the business is a retail chain, they rarely have a depreciation period less than                  
three years. The most beneficial lease for tenants are longer agreements with flexible breaks,              
but with flexibility comes increased cost. Whereas one interviewed mentioned owners prefer            
shorter leases with the opportunity to increase the rent and change the supply on the property.                
Other interviews had contradictory answers, and said that tenants want short and flexible             
leases, and is the most common for new retail actors which will give them opportunities to                
change the lease term and the location space. Further, the interviewed also mentioned owners              
wants the opposite, long-term leases with stable cash flows which affect the real estate value.  
 
Retailers generally have a higher rent, because they have higher margins. The rental levels              
are directly linked to the businesses turnovers. Because the rent for retailers can include              
turnover, there is a discussion of including the turnover from e-commerce as well, because of               
click-and-collect. Many have split opinions regarding the subject, and it is a messy             
conversation today, but almost everyone agrees that a business turnover from e-commerce            
can be a fact in the future. 
 
Which type of lease is most favourable for F&B? 
In comparison to retail, because of the large investments, leases are usually longer for F&B.               
Leases usually vary between the length of 5-20 years. The majority of F&B leases have               
turnover based lease.  
 
Is there any difference between leases and space when it comes to F&B and Retail? 
Retail and F&B are very much alike, but retail can generally manage higher rents. Some say                
that it is more common for F&B to have turnover rents. The costly installation requirements               
and investments are, as mentioned, much higher for F&B and therefore have longer leases.              
The real estate owners are more precautious when it comes to structuring the agreement for               
F&B, because F&B can cause interference and problems in the area, for example vermin or               
intoxicated guests. That is why owners are generally more cautious since it increases             
additional requirements with hygiene and authorities. Real estate owners find that F&B and             
retail actors differ when it comes to dealing with the respective owners.  
 
The conversion between retail and F&B happen in both directions. Real estate owners prefer              
not to make multiple renovations or relocations, if they do not need to. However, it is mainly                 
preferable to rent to other retailers if an existing location is aimed for retail. One interviewed                
pointed out that F&B is beneficial, if it is located in the neighbours building. 
 
Why do real estate owners convert existing properties from Retail to F&B? 
Majority of interviewers stated that, in cases where a conversion has been done, it is because                
it has been more difficult to attract retail actors. Real estate owners have always wanted high                
margin retailers, because they can receive the highest rent. However, it no longer works              
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because of the development in e-commerce for retail which creates spaces that retail does not               
need or are able to take on. This create a vacancy issue, where vacant spaces have been                 
adapted and converted to the second choice, F&B, and allowed it to flourish. F&B is not a                 
unitary business, because there is a broad span between a business who sells salads and a                
luxury restaurant. F&B can also take unusual spaces and locations, if their concepts allow.              
One answered during the interview, that in residential areas F&B is often preferable             
compared to retail. Because F&B are more niched and have a wide span of concepts, they                
have a different demand of space to match with their concepts. This means that the real estate                 
owners have to be more flexible to create different types of spaces. The main difference is not                 
the sector but rather each specific actor and the space in a place determine how leases, and                 
tenant mix, will develop. The F&B sector attract consumers who has an increased interest in               
food culture and F&B creates a meeting place that can be extended over a longer period of                 
time during a day. The consumers’ interest for physical retail began to decrease four years               
ago. People want something different and if retail had the same demand as F&B today, the                
physical stores would remain which is not the case. It has become a trend for people to meet                  
and socialize by eating out more often, especially in different generations. An interviewed             
said that, what drives people to eat out more is the current good economy, the lack of time                  
and increased usage of social media. The development of the industry as a whole for F&B                
has created an increased supply with much more serious actors in the business than              
previously. One actor mentioned that cafés have had a boost in Sweden, in 2009 there were                
about 60 units and today there are over 300 cafés. That is because they can take secondary                 
location in off areas. Consumer trends have pushed the development for F&B to expand. The               
increase in supply have caused an over-establishment of F&B on the market, and nearly two               
years ago people started to argue about a restaurant bubble, which will burst anytime, unless               
it already has. An interviewed answered that they have not seen an increase in F&B and                
describe is as a natural phenomenon that have always occurred, especially in Stockholm,             
where the conversion from F&B and retail goes in both directions.  
 
Retail have also started to broaden their concepts, and it is now an exciting time because of                 
their wide diversification of merchants. The problem is fast phase in the change of seasons,               
the companies are more easily vulnerable and prone to mistakes in their investments. Many              
interviewed agreed that we as consumers are a bit impatient when it comes to retail. What is                 
big in Sweden is webrooming and not showrooming, meaning that Swedish population prefer             
to research the merchandise online before purchasing them in the physical store. 
 
All consumers have a limited amount of disposable income, and if they spend more money on                
digital shopping, it will have consequences regarding their expenses on F&B, and vice versa.              
Some interviewed answered that they are working with malls which are e-commerce resilient,             
meaning that owners will not be as vulnerable to immediate fluctuations due to e-commerce.              
Another interviewed actor mentioned that e-commerce is not a new phenomenon, what has             
happened with digitization is that it takes a lot of a business development’s power and               
money.  
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Many interviewed agreed that the trend for the past ten years has been more conversions in                
properties than before, because of a change in consumer behaviour caused by the             
digitalization and the economy as a whole. It is more important than ever to start building                
meeting places, and F&B have been a bait for people to visit an area. Some real estate owners                  
have almost doubled their supply of F&B during these past 10 years.  
 
Which factors are more important when choosing a tenant? 
Many real estate owners answered the tenants’ turnovers, credit report and the mixture of              
different segments in an area are the most important. With a good mix, enables the               
possibilities for tenants to compensate each other if an actor is frailer than the others. Beside                
the tenants’ ability to pay rent, their concepts are equally as important. Real estate owners are                
constantly checking what they can add to the site, and how a new tenant can make an area                  
more intriguing. New actors on the market are sometimes something that is important to              
prioritize. It is important for real estate owners so they dare try new concepts by allowing                
spaces for pop ups, specialty leasing and where they have turnover rents. For example, a mall                
has around 5-7 % of their supply specialty posted for new actors. One actor answered that                
many real estate owners talk about choosing actors that attract a certain target group with               
their concepts. Where the actor pointed out that in the end, it has always been about which                 
tenants assess the most money. Because when it comes to the CFO (Chief Financial Officer),               
who is going to sign the papers, numbers are more important. Only the financial facts and                
credit information apply when determining tenants. Another answer was that the choice in the              
end was not to choose a tenant, but to choose a mix of tenants. Because completeness is more                  
important for an area that matches the target groups. Everyone agreed that owners always              
choose a tenant who can handle long-term perpetrators and include a varied range of tenants               
so not everything is perceived the same. 

7.1.2 Retail and F&B perspective 
What type of spaces are requested today by retail and F&B regarding location and size? 
The answers from F&B were that it is sometimes easier to manage a larger restaurant than a                 
smaller one. Because of clearer vision, organization and room to buy in services and market.               
The largest F&B actors rarely open up a business in places where their turnovers are less than                 
50 million SEK, which answers to an area of 600 sqm. Therefore, larger actors prefer to be                 
located in CBD Stockholm where they can earn that type of profit. To be located in a corner                  
is overrated, but according to tradition, F&B usually require the bottom floor, large windows              
and the possibility for outdoor seating. Some actors prefer smaller sizes, with an average of               
120 sqm. Many of the most popular restaurants manages just fine without the standard              
preferences. The interest in rooftop bars have also increased, which have been rather limited              
to the CBD today, but will expand in the future.  
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For retail, it all depends on the type of concept a brand has. Outside the CBD of Stockholm,                  
there has become a struggle to include several floors in a space. The reason is mainly because                 
it becomes too expensive to manage a multi-level space. Retail can have a more efficient               
workplace if the employees stays on a one-level surface. 
 
Which type of lease agreement is most favourable F&B and retail? 
One F&B actor answered that they wish to take a significant part of the investment and wish                 
to have as long lease term as possible. While another answered that historically F&B have               
majority of times had to take a very large share of the investment, but today that inclination is                  
changing. In the future, the real estate owners have to take as much of the investments as                 
possible. Especially when the availability of spaces for F&B is relatively good, the             
negotiation power of F&B will increase. Another actor mentioned that the leases term             
depends on the level of risk, and Stockholm has the toughest market in every way.  
 
For retail, it always depends on how attractive a space is. Usually, the real estate owners are                 
responsible for the investments unless retailers truly want to establish in a space, the retailers               
will pay for the investments.  
 
The future will involve collaboration between the two sectors, where F&B believe to have a               
lease which is a bit more of a management agreement where there is a shared risk with the                  
real estate owners. The competition is tougher today, and the turnover rent is not enough to                
cover for the risks. The design of the lease for F&B are usually fixed or based on turnover                  
rents, usually equally distributed among their restaurants. Almost all of their leases are             
between 10-20 years today. The primary reason has been to receive some type of return from                
their investments. As for retail, an attractive brand can have up to 25 years in a lease term. 
 
Have you seen a change where spaces convert from retail to F&B? 
The big difference today is that retail used to attract people to visit the city and now F&B                  
does. There are many spaces available for F&B because of the market change for retailers.               
There is still a small percentage forced to close down or move because of the online market,                 
but the ones that still exist does not need the same size as before. Retailers are in need of                   
other spaces such as logistics. Some retailers have notices that there is a large vacancy in                
commercial properties, especially outside CBD which they believe will expand to Stockholm.            
Retailers who have several stores will have to look over their business and minimize their               
number of stores. This creates an opportunity for F&B actors to expand on the market,               
whereas some retail actors believe that the market for retail will not be replaced as a whole by                  
F&B rather create vacancy spaces where the real estate owners will be forced to lower the                
rents. The main reasons to convert is that F&B creates an opportunity to create a meeting                
place where people can socialize. A trend today is for F&B to create an attractive               
environment where their guests feel like home. F&B create an engaging environment for their              
target group by focusing on furniture, decorations and using the location for service events.              
The conversion has created large investments for F&B actors. Retail stores are not equipped              
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as a restaurant with logistics, fat separators or similar segments that a restaurant needs for its                
business. There are some synergies that are interesting between F&B and retail where some              
actors have started looking for other opportunities to rent out their large spaces to some type                
of service or even retail in terms of showrooms. Because the leases are long, F&B want to                 
create something that lasts over a long period of time.  
 
Around 10 years ago, F&B actors were not attractive tenants for real estate and the sector                
usually accepted what they received from the real estate owners. Today, a shift appears where               
F&B have become the first choice when establishing a new tenant. F&B are the ones who                
ruling on the market and can require higher demands from the real estate owners.  
 
The global market is growing as a whole. Whereas for retail actors, their spaces are being                
minimized. It is difficult for retail to expand when they have changed consumer trends and a                
reduction in population purchasing power. Around 2-3 years ago a change happened in retail,              
where the retailer segment previously had a positive increase of growth. Now, even the larger               
brands are closing down their stores. As a consequence of the internet, it is no longer possible                 
for retailers to show a whole collection in one location. 

7.2 How does the online retail market affect the food and beverage           
market? 

7.2.1 Real estate perspective 
Will e-commerce continue to grow and how? 
According to real estate owners, the effects from the online retail market on the F&B sector is                 
rather divergent. However, when asked about how the online market will continue to grow              
the answers from the real estate perspective was quite unified. Most concluded that the online               
market will continue to grow with the remaining physical and economic market, but only to a                
small percentage of the total retail market. Some markets will stagnate however, such as the               
market for books, due to a matured market, while other sectors will continue to grow. Real                
estate owners believe that large retail chains will continue to grow and will invest more in                
their online counterparts. With them, the smaller chains will follow and have an easier time to                
develop further. One interviewed claimed that the online market will grow more when the              
market for daily consumption establish further online. Because it will permit the consumers             
to shop in different ways when it comes to their daily consumption, such as pharmacies and                
groceries. The actor also mentioned that one large grocery vendor is currently undergoing a              
change where they will try to sell their groceries online and is currently establishing an               
inventory outside of Stockholm in attempt to see if there is a demand for it. However,                
e-commerce does not require the same space as physical stores, but require a more eminent               
need for functioning logistics. Another interviewed actor believes the online market for daily             
consumption will not grow as much since they are so dependent on functioning logistics.              
Further, a different actor mentioned that when consumers start to shop daily consumption             
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goods online, the threshold to visit a physical store will become higher. Before consumers              
visited a centre to buy food and therefore stopped to shop as well at the same time.  
 
There is a halo effect on the market today, and physical stores need an online shop as well as                   
the other way around, and those who cannot adapt to the new circumstances will be               
eliminated. With the increase of new online stores, there will be an increase in actors who                
want to open a physical store as well. It is a possibility for new online retail actors. Those                  
markets which will be affected the most from the growing e-commerce market are clothing,              
shoes, books, sport and electronics. Actors in that market are the ones which are undergoing               
the biggest change and requires smaller spaces. Thus, in larger cities where logistics are more               
advanced, e-commerce can grow faster. For Stockholm, there are still miles to go since the               
market for logistic is the biggest obstacle, claimed several interviewed actors. One actor             
mentioned that with a changed consumer behaviour, timesaving and efficient deals from            
larger supply logistics have to become more efficient regarding their returns and            
click-and-collect centres. It will become more important when climate is in focus and the              
click-and-collect centres need become smaller in size and more efficient, to decrease the             
climate impact from all the increased amount of transports. It is of utmost importance to find                
a future solution for the small click-and-collect centres in grocery stores and tobacco vendors,              
because they will not survive the coming growth in packages delivered online, one             
interviewed declared during the interview.  
 
The online market is not the only market which will continue to grow, another interviewed               
mentioned. Since the market is going towards more omni-channel usage, the physical and             
online market will merge in their differentiations and dissolve the bars that exists today.              
Stores will attempt to profit more, and have different discounts online and in the store.               
Retailers are now experimenting on how to become a more omni-channel business,            
improving their click-and-collects since the service spectre will disappear if the salesperson            
focus more on running and grabbing packages than providing the service to the customers.              
One actor also mentioned that with the increased salaries, the purchasing power will increase.              
The interviewee further specified that while the online market will continue to grow there is               
still more to be done. One example is the service aspect, where e-commerce is severely               
lacking and it will become more important as the consumers continue to be digitized.              
However, while the physical stores will not develop much today, there will be a shift when                
there is not much more to develop online and stores will start to be developed again to                 
increase their unique traits, the physical service.  
 
E-commerce will continue to grow, but not only for retail or F&B, all sectors will increase                
their digital growth. One interviewed actor mentioned, as e-commerce grow it will catch a              
negative side of consuming behaviour, impatience and indulgence. The same actor also            
mentioned this is a result from online influencers, marketers, whom give consumers anxiety             
to have the latest trends and quick. However, we are reaching a tipping point, where the                
consumers have become more aware of both unhealthy screen time and climate impact, and              
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therefore decrease their consumption and spend less time on the internet. The youngest             
generation, generation y, are the most aware. The interviewee questions however this new             
behaviour is the new standard, or a trend? If it is the new standard, it will have great effects                   
on the retail market, both online and physical.  
 
Does the increase in e-commerce affect the demand for retail spaces? 
Most of the interviewed had the same outlook for this question, and the short answer is yes.                 
Some actors argued that it is because more online retailers need a physical store for their                
businesses, in other words a halo effect. Since a larger part of the market, in comparison to                 
before, is online, the online actors now want to open a physical store. Because if an actor                 
does not have both segments of physical and online possibilities, they will lose a large               
amount of customers. The establishment of a store, in a new unestablished market, will              
increase online sales with over 30 %. There is a volition to establish physical stores, but not                 
the same size in spaces as before, and one effect from that is that the spaces demanded are                  
either large or small, nothing in between. Tenants want to streamline their spaces and do not                
account on growing in size in the future. Meaning, tenants spaces will not be larger than                
absolutely needed.  
 
Another actor mentioned an observation regarding the expansion of retail chains has changed.             
Many of the larger chains have several stores which are closing down so they can focus on                 
their best locations since their customers are migrating online. Retail businesses are more             
careful when choosing new spaces to open stores and they look for smaller spaces and focus                
more on their online counterparts. The interviewed argued that this gives the retailer more              
power to the real estate owners, regarding their demand on where to establish. One actor               
mentioned another effect, which was that the increased rents will increase the costs for the               
store, but their profit will not increase because consumers have changed their shopping             
behaviour. Between the two channels, in which the physical stores have increased rental costs              
and the online counterpart only has a barely nonexistent cost, there will be an effect on the                 
spaces. The online market will, in short, hurry the process for some chains which are not in                 
sync with their consumers, and therefore become bankrupt. This will leave physical spaces             
behind, and other actors who have full control over whom their customers are will grow               
further. An actor mentioned a distinct example which is Uniqlo. The reason they choose to               
establish a physical store in Stockholm is because Sweden had the largest market share in               
their online sales, compared to all places where they did not have an established store yet.  
 
Other factors which assist the demand regarding physical spaces are factors such as the              
country’s economic situation, the amount of spaces available, changed consumer behaviour           
and social media which enables greater globalisation. Another aspect which changes the            
demand for retail spaces is how the consumers has become more digitized, and therefore have               
a different shopping behaviour. One actor argued that consumers flow towards city centres             
which are developed after a clear vision, where the consumers know what stores to expect,               
the layout of the pedestrian paths and the experience they gain from the centre. Lastly,               
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another effect mentioned in an interview is that while stores close down and become vacant,               
and therefore a loss in income for the real estate owners, other opportunities opens. Some real                
estate owners are absorbing the change and adapt their future business plan thereafter. Instead              
of investing in more stores in the CBD, they invest in warehouses and logistics. Because all                
the retail businesses are not disappearing, only transforming to online and they need their              
logistic and warehouses to store their supply.  
 
Does the online retail market affect F&B? 
When asked about if the online retail market affect the F&B market the answers was               
diversified. While most actors argued there is a definite correlation, some never thought             
about it, was unsure or plainly thought there is no correlation. The actors who believed there                
is a correlation between the increase in online growth and the increase in F&B believe so                
partly because of the reformulation in retailers’ management. Because of this, vacant spaces             
emerge where F&B can establish in those vacant retail spaces. Two interviewed also             
mentioned that with the decrease in time spent shopping, consumers have more time to spend               
with one another, for example in the form of having a glass of wine in town. Another                 
conveyed reason was that the growing online market opens up to buying daily consumption              
goods online.  
 
Another argument was that the effect is partial, some restaurants become more digitized but              
mostly in the aspect of marketing, in comparison to retail in which the stores are the                
marketing tool. F&B also use the online platform in terms of integrating with their customers               
by enabling booking of tables or home delivery. The digitalization hurries the development             
but the change comes mostly from consumer behaviour. The interviewee who had not             
thought about it, contemplated that with constant spending power, where consumers save            
both time and money on shopping online which result in more money to spend on F&B.                
Lastly, the actor who argued there were barely any effect continued explaining that if there is                
any relation, it is because the consumption of services such as foodora and online pizza will                
increase. The vacant spaces from retail will become other sectors than F&B, such as health               
and beauty services (H&B). H&B is the sector for gyms, nail salons, barbers and hairdressers,               
beauty clinics, opticians and similar health and beauty oriented services and establishments.            
Another mentioned that here is no affect, but if more consumers shop online, there will be a                 
decreased footfall and so F&B will lose customers because of that. F&B will be an important                
piece in the puzzle to attract more consumers to socialize instead.  
 
Other factors which affect the increase in the F&B market are the smaller living quarters, so                
consumers prefer to go out to eat and socialize rather than bringing people home. This               
together with the high salaries pushes the change towards consumption of F&B. Another             
reason is the development in society, where some generations eat out more than others. In               
summary, a changed consumer behaviour, based on how society is built today, affects how              
we consume products and services differently that before. 
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Is e-commerce a threat or a possibility regarding retail and F&B? 
How e-commerce is perceived depends on the location. It is a threat for stores in small cities,                 
but a possibility in larger cities such as Stockholm. In Stockholm, the retail owners have the                
possibility to establish showrooms to reach a wider audience. E-commerce will outcompete            
some retail actors, but only those who have not adapted to the market changes or are simply                 
not performing well. This on the other hand will enable a better and wider selection of actors                 
on the market because the online market makes it possible for new actors to establish today.                
Meaning, strong actors on the market will only become stronger while weak actors will lose               
to the competition. It is important for retail business to have, and continue their work on,                
omni-channels today and not think retail can survive with only one channel in today’s              
market. In regard to F&B it is only a possibility.  
 
One interviewed suggested it might be a possibility for retail and F&B, but a threat for real                 
estate owners who focus on creating atmospherics city centres. For those real estate owners              
whose focus is warehouses only viewed it as a possibility though. The real estate owners have                
to make them less vulnerable to these changes by having a supply of different varieties.  

7.2.2 Retail and F&B perspective 
Will e-commerce continue to grow and how for retail and F&B? 
All actors agreed on that e-commerce will continue to grow, for both retail and F&B. The                
percentage of retail businesses will increase on the market, both in numbers and in size. For                
F&B the online market will continue to grow, or more specifically food-tech will grow. Some               
restaurants are becoming more tech savvy to facilitate to the consumers’ new habits, for              
example in form of pre-order systems. Apps are introduced so the consumers can order their               
food from work and choose a time to pick up the delivery or pay the bill via an app. This is to                      
decrease the expected time from the consumers, both waiting time in line, waiting time for               
food and waiting time to pay. In short, to streamline their experience. Build a larger organism                
around the app and connect it more to the consumers. The personnel should have more time                
for the consumers than for administrative work. It will become cheaper for the F&B owner as                
well. One actor believes this is a concept which will continue to grow and should become                
more common in the dining hall. Another actor mentioned that the F&B industry is not in the                 
front regarding digitization, they do not know who their customers are and their behaviour              
but it should be adjusted. One example given is to introduce customer cards, to know who                
their targets are. Another way F&B will continue to grow online is as daily consumption               
goods. More companies want to try out the concept and develop it further, increase the               
quality of the grocery bag and decrease the environmental impact.  
 
Does the increase in e-commerce affect the demand for spaces for retail and F&B? 
All interviewed actors in these sectors agree that the online retail market affects the demand               
of their market. One interviewee said that there is an increased acceptance from the real estate                
owners when they choose to establish F&B instead of retail, which has opened more doors.               
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They now want a F&B on their property, and gladly in an office building with some form of                  
discount between the office workers and the F&B establishment, to be able to cater to the                
office as well.  
 
Two of the other interviewed declared that most tenants demand smaller spaces today for              
their establishment, partially because of the high rents. Most businesses also decrease the             
amount of establishments they have as an effect of e-commerce and changed consumer             
behaviour. One example is, there was seven larger H&M stores before in Stockholm, now              
there are only four establishments, and it is expected to decrease in the future to come. These                 
businesses do focus more on growth within these fewer stores, in order to develop them               
further in both concept and effectiveness in usage of space, to strengthen their brand. New               
concepts are tried continuously, and their lifespan is around 5-7 years in CBD Stockholm.              
However, the demand regarding size, everything depends on the business. In general, most             
actors do want smaller spaces, but a few want the same size as before or even larger. One of                   
the actors interviewed mentioned they want generous spaces to be able to build a meeting               
place within the establishment in areas with a heavy flow of consumers, from dawn till dusk.                
To be able to do so, they need a large space to be able to have an establishment with service                    
from early morning till night, and they seldom want a space smaller than 350 sqm. Those                
spaces can, however, decrease in size if there was more digitization implemented, such as the               
previously mentioned app which has been introduced to a restaurant concept. If it became              
more common with these kinds of digital services, spaces could be reduced and make more               
effective. For example, if a restaurant was 60 sqm they will not need more than 30 sqm with                  
digitization introduced.  
 
Another way e-commerce affects demand for F&B is having an online shop for produce, or               
even bring the restaurant experience home with either home delivery of food or an on demand                
chef. The interviewee argues thought that home delivery only works with specific types of              
food, such as pizza or Thai, but not with an exclusive meal with cod. Worth mentioning is                 
that these deliveries will never replace the restaurant with its atmosphere and experience.             
Furthermore, these services barely take up even a percentage of their total revenue.  
 
The effects are not only negative, an interviewed mentioned. Because more consumers are             
shopping online, there exist a gap between the strengths of both channels which are spreading               
apart and becoming clearer. One actor interviewed mentioned that they today know the             
importance of good service and customer support in their establishments and are now             
focusing on strengthening these factors. The growth of physical stores has been positive in              
Sweden the last years, but to the cost of competitors’ market share. It is also due to the                  
widened palette, which increased their concepts and therefore opened more niched stores.  
 
How does the online retail market affect retail and F&B? 
Does the online market affect the F&B market? This question has answers from both sides of                
the spectrum from the interviewed, yes and no. Most of the growth in retail has happened on                 
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the online channel which creates a change in the physical stores in regards that it is harder for                  
physical stores to grow but their online counterparts are expanding. The online retail market              
has also opened up the Swedish market towards globalisation, where we now, for example,              
can observe Chinese and American actors on the market which push the prices to the extreme                
resulting in more pressure on the gross margin. With all new global actors, the stress on                
prices has become challenging, together with how the Swedish currency is performing on a              
global level.  
 
One interviewed claimed that previously, the consumers which visited a restaurant for lunch             
would carry two shopping bags. Today, they arrive to eat with no shopping bags in hand and                 
they continue onward afterwards. Restaurants have become the new meeting place and the             
reason consumers travel to the city centre. Consumers do not seem to shop as much anymore                
because of the online market, but the interviewed actor also mentioned another area in which               
there is an effect from online, and that is on Sundays. Although delivery service apps only                
contribute to barely 1 % of the total profits, they make their mark on Sundays. Sundays are                 
the most sensitive days and are the only day which profit goes in a negative direction, and                 
that is because consumers tend to prefer home delivery on those days. F&B establishment are               
aware of this problem and are currently working against it. One example is creating an area                
for childcare in a restaurant, so families can visit with their families so everyone can enjoy                
themselves. Since their restaurants are a meeting place, they put a lot of effort into creating an                 
experience for their customers with good food and beverage, art decor and famous chefs.              
Athmospheristics are very important and the environment should be filled with interesting            
and attractive content, and the place should feel like a second home. The online market has                
made it possible for F&B to become the first alternative real estate owners reach out to when                 
establishing, because they are the attraction point.  
 
Lastly, one interviewed thought the online retail market does not directly affect the F&B              
market, apart from the indirect effect that there are more vacant spaces which must be filled                
with something. However, that is not something new as it has been happening for a while,                
and there is a saturated market today in Stockholm CBD. Even though that is the case, many                 
real estate owners still want to establish F&B on their properties. Most real estate owners               
read a yearly report about restaurants, but those providing the data for those reports are the 40                 
most successful in the F&B business. However, all of them are located in the city centre of                 
Stockholm, and therefore contribute to a skewed picture about the market. However, even             
these F&B establishments were down with about 7 % in 2018, which is unusual in an                
economy boom, especially considering they have all had a positive growth every year since              
2009. The interviewed mentioned one of the reasons is an overly saturated market, and that               
the general population have had less money in their wallets.  
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7.3 How is the optimal meeting place for retail and F&B established           
today? 

7.3.1 Real estate perspective 
What is a meeting place for you and how is the optimal meeting place established today? 
When questioned what a meeting place is, most interviewed answered it is a location where               
people meet and create a dynamic surrounding, and it can be anything from a café, a town                 
square or a set of stairs. A meeting place is also distinct; the consumers know what to expect                  
at a meeting place but be surprised at the same time. There should be several options in the                  
supply based on the context of the meeting place, service or socialisation, and it should be                
customized to the target group as well as to temporary visitors. To summarize, a meeting               
place is an area with constant flow, with a strong identity where the target group is identified.  
 
The optimal meeting place today has a large supply of F&B as well as retail. When asked the                  
percentile amount there were some differences, but mostly because of location. If the meeting              
place is located more central in Stockholm, the optimal amount of F&B is between 20-25 %                
while in shopping malls outside the city centre has the optimal amount around 10-15 %. The                
sectors which are needed to complete an optimal meeting place today is, first and foremost,               
retail and F&B. However, the need for retail is not as required as before. Some meeting                
places reduce their percentile to about 50 % retail since most real estate owners has realized                
they are not as profitable as before. Other sectors are needed, but which ones differ depending                
on the interviewed actor. Some mentioned offices, housing, service, entertainment, H&B and            
culture. Some even mentioned education. One actor said, that to create a flow to a meeting                
place, the three F’s are needed: Fast fashion, Food and Fun. It is very important, according to                 
several of the interviewed, to create a meeting place where people feel safe. To do this all                 
corners in the place have to be lit up and to have a constant flow of people from morning                   
until night. That is why there needs to be more F&B in the area with a range of food for all                     
times during the day, to create a good mix with some establishments of every category.  
 
When discussion how the meeting place was structured before, in comparison today, one             
mentioned that before the meeting place was not just a whole area, more often a smaller place                 
such as a café. However, regarding centres, everyone mentioned that there was less F&B,              
around 5-7 % the year 2009. Before, the actors whom wanted to be located at a centre often                  
just rented a space, especially for retail when there was no effect from the e-commerce and                
they were the strongest actors on the market. Those who could pay the most got the space                 
which was usually actors such as fashion, shoes and sport. Because of the online market,               
retail do not have the same need for larger spaces and the next best thing to fill the vacancy is                    
F&B. This change was not something which was possible before, considering the problematic             
reputation F&B had some years ago regarding illegal activity, such as money laundering and              
tax evasion. Today, some of the owners have become more organized with the new wave of                
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owners, the food enthusiasts with economic background. Therefore, the perception has           
changed and today F&B are better at creating new interesting concepts and selling             
themselves to the real estate owner and the consumers. As a result of this some of the real                  
estate companies focus on establishing a great mixture, and therefore creating a meeting place              
with a specific vision and are sustainable in the future as well.  
 
Considering how the meeting place was before, and how it is today, how will it develop in                 
the future of 2029? Since this question is purely speculative, the actors had different views of                
how the meeting place will be. While one interviewed mentioned the future meeting place              
will become more compact, where the consumer will not have to move between everything              
for too long and become more utilized. Another actor mentioned, that since there where so               
many investments of retail in 2015, the observed profits of new investments today are on the                
low. Instead, the investors are observing the market to see what the next big thing will be, and                  
several believe it is the H&B sector. Especially considering how majority of consumers are              
more aware of their looks and wellbeing because of social media, and spend more money in                
this sector today in comparison to before. Furthermore, the structure regarding physical            
stores, and more importantly, the online stores are so dependent on well functioning logistics              
that the structure of the new meeting place will be heavily dependent on how the logistic                
sector will continue to grow and streamline. One argues that the meeting place will be the                
same as it is today. However, most of the tenants have been replaced by others, either by the                  
same sector or by a new one, but will keep the same amount of F&B in the future as it is                     
today. Lastly, one interviewed believed the meeting place will become more of a destination              
that it is today where they utilize all odd spaces, and even in between the buildings, in the                  
area to create a more wholesome experience of entertainment but also daily consumption             
goods.  
 
Is the meeting place more important today? 
When asked about the importance of the meeting place today, all interviewed agreed it is of                
greater necessity today compared to ten years ago. The importance of having a concept of a                
meeting place for people to socialize because it is something humans will always do; no               
matter how much time is spent online. Before the meeting place was just an area one visited                 
to consume, but today the reasons for visiting has shifted, and so the meeting place structure                
as well. The meeting place was important before but what a meeting place is, has changed.  
 
What is the driving force for a changed meeting place? 
The prime driving force is consumer behaviour and our perceived lack of time. Consumers              
are more modern and outgoing today and want to be more effective in their daily lives and                 
accomplish more things. Consumer behaviour is induced from society, where the consumer            
has more money than before to their disposable income has increased and therefore more              
prone to eat out, shop and experience. A meeting place which is just created from real estate                 
owners’ perspective will not survive if the consumer does not want to spend time there. It has                 
to cater to the consumers wants and needs. The meeting place has to offer a mixed niched and                  
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range of establishments, which is even more important when the amount of meeting places              
are increasing. The amount of internal meeting places has increased as well, where             
establishments are mixing different types of sales, such as retail and café, and is a growing                
trend internationally. It is important to have the right partner in this, with another one               
complementing the faults. A cafe will attract more consumers at different times than a              
traditional clothing store. People will not stop consuming, but it is important to be more               
sustainable and adapt to new behaviour.  
 
How is the mixture between retail and F&B? 
It all depends on the location and its consumers. In general, when deciding the mixture               
between retail and F&B, the development in the area is observed to determine what is needed                
to attract the most consumers to live, visit and work there. Then, the target group is                
determined and retail and F&B establishments is decided after the consumers’ preferences.            
The consumers in the area determines how the mixture between retail and F&B is allocated.               
Also, if an area has a good anchor tenant which pays good rent, there is more willingness                 
move around with other tenants and might mix in another way because of it. For example, a                 
tenant which might not be able to pay the best rent but will attract and create a flow to the                    
area can be considered. 
 
Another trend which can be observed today, besides the mixture in a meeting place, is how                
retail and F&B is mixed in an establishment as well. More retailers are opening a F&B corner                 
in their stores today, and some F&B establishments are starting to sell other thing as well.                
There is more of an industry drift today, so to say, where actors are dipping their toes in other                   
sectors from their own. And if the businesses are good at it, the brand will take more market                  
share from other competing brands.  
 
The summary of what the actors mentioned, was that the mixture of F&B and retail is highly                 
dependent on location today in a meeting place, but the mixture is becoming clearer in regard                
to individual stores where they are combining different sectors.  
 
What method is used for deciding placement regarding retail and F&B and where are they               
places in a meeting place? 
One interviewed actor said there is more of a mixture today in placement between retail and                
F&B, in comparison to before when clusters were more common. In some areas there are still                
clusters, rather more regarding concepts, such as a luxury area. In general, real estate owners               
lack in collecting data on consumers’ flow but is something which can be expanded. There               
are some which have left the decision to soft values and use more statistical methods to                
understand the flow. Observe the flow and place establishments accordingly. 
 
In general, the anchor tenant should be placed furthest away in a location in order to create a                  
flow through the area to all other tenants on the way. Because if the anchor tenant is located                  
by the entrance, there will not be any consumers going further into the centre area. However,                
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the smaller more necessary stores are placed by the entrance, such as service tenants being               
shoe repairs. F&B should be place one floor up if there is any possibility, since they often can                  
manage odd spaces.  
 
An interviewed actor also mentioned the importance to have a perception of what types of               
neighbours a tenant desires, since it will increase profit of increase the possibility of a               
consumer staying longer in an area. One interviewed actor mentioned they perform relocation             
if the tenant is not performing well in one location in comparison to most other interviewed                
whom more often change the tenant out to a new one who might perform better.  

7.3.2 Retail and F&B perspective 
Is retail and F&B considered a meeting place today? 
All actors agree that establishments of retail and F&B can be classified as a meeting place                
today. One interviewed mentioned cafés are the third room, between the office and home. For               
example, when adults meet today there is almost always some kind of food or drink involved.                
Even when going to a museum the consumers might go for a glass of wine afterwards. For                 
retail, the appearance of a meeting place is different, but a meeting place nonetheless. It can                
be in the form of sharing pictures of one selves in the changing room, or just try clothes                  
together with your friends and socialize. When mixing retail together with a café, or a flower                
shop, in the store which matches the concept it will be more apparent and become a meeting                 
place. This new change is a large shift for retailers today regarding how they will be                
perceived, both today and in the future. This is because the consumer behaviours need to go                
out and look for a piece of clothing has changed with the growth of e-commerce, so retailers                 
have to find new ways to attract consumers. Retailers will work more regarding this concept               
of experimenting how to attract consumers, but other ideas might appear which can replace              
what is today, one interviewed actor mentioned. The goal today is to create an enjoyable               
atmosphere. 
 
How is a meeting place created for retail and F&B establishment today? 
The establishment have to be located in an area with a good flow of consumers and the                 
observe the range of other establishments which are already offered in the area. Then create               
an establishment which is appealing to be at, with the consumer in focus. One interviewed               
mentioned their focus is recurring customers, regulars, since it is too expensive to constantly              
pander towards new guests, and therefore it is cheaper to keep and satisfy the regulars. Most                
importantly, have a product which is catered towards the demand as well as have product for                
all hours of the day. Some F&B establishments have also become more of a workplace for                
some consumers, especially with the current growth of coworking, where only a laptop is              
needed to work. With this change, F&B is becoming more and more a meeting place today.                
The problem with the new advent of consumers, is to convert it back to a good business,                 
where the consumers spend more money than just for a coffee. And it is happening, the                
working consumers come back to eat lunch or dinner at other times, and might even become                
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regulars. This is all due to the fact that the F&B owners strengthen their establishment and                
create more of a destination.  
 
Another interviewed declared they want to create, to be the attraction for the area. To be so,                 
they are very selective of where to be placed. There has to be some established flow in the                  
area already, a minimum flow which can be increased. It is important to have the right type of                  
flow in the area, to create something which has a consumer base already but at the same time                  
be something for everyone. The space can also have something extra to it, creating a more                
interesting experience and attract more consumers.  
 
The meeting place is created by establishing a place where the consumers want to spend more                
time, and to do so there needs to be more focus on music, colours, light and the complete                  
atmosphere.  
 
What role does retail and F&B have in a meeting place today? 
F&B is considered a meeting place today, by creating an experience which is what consumers               
want today. Although there will be some segregation between the different actors within             
F&B. One side is the convenient kitchen where there is a need to serve the food at a faster                   
pace with a more wallet friendly price. Another side of the spectrum to the F&B actors which                 
focuses on delivering an experience by having an establishment with good food,            
athospheristics and art. Retail is still, however, the most important sector in a meeting place,               
but their importance and driving force is decreasing. Another view is that while consumers              
need to eat, F&B is not an essential driving force and will not increase the flow in an already                   
established location, and therefore not the saviour needed. Regarding location, it is more             
common today a café is the neighbour to a clothing store, instead of shoe stores as before. 
 
There is more cooperation in the market today, which is very important and is something that                
will increase more in the future. The cooperation is by either providing space for other brands                
within the establishment and open up the spaces. Because even if other brands are              
competitors, they are still coworkers and if they perform well, so do all. The cooperation will                
most likely not be in the shape of shared personnel, because it is the most important variable                 
in a successful business, but more so in shared spaces and purchases from a shared               
distributor.  
 
What is the driving force for a changed meeting place? 
The consumption has increased the last decade, but now consumers are spending less in a               
single restaurant. One reason is how consumers perceive the concept of the establishment, if              
they are relaxed they will spend more money than if the place is perceived as more high end                  
and push the consumer to spend more money. Another driving force for the changed meeting               
place is the if the real estate owners are inactive, so the place will start to fall apart. There will                    
become more vacancies and the owners might become greedy and only establish tenants             
which pay the most, the concept of the area will diminish. Lastly, one change is because of                 
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the modified working ethics with coworking spaces and more single person businesses. The             
working clusters are decreasing and so today the meeting place is more important. The people               
of today practically grew up in F&B establishments and spend a larger part of their               
consumption there, so the market share is increasing rapidly. 
 
How is the mixture between retail and F&B? 
Regarding to how the real estate owners have increased the amount of F&B tenants today,               
there is no surprise there is a saturated market, and there is nothing which cannot account for                 
this phenomenon. Over 1,000 chairs appeared around Stureplan in 2018. However, the            
consumer market is not growing, neither in 2018 or so far in 2019. Thus, all actors grab                 
consumers from the same ungrowing cluster. Furthermore, with everything new opening in            
2019-2021, there will be a risk for overexpansion. So, it is hard to say how the mixture is, but                   
one thing’s for sure is to stop establishing F&B since several in the branch is not performing                 
well. F&B owners do not want to mix in with other F&B establishments today, but at the                 
same time they do not want to be alone. There should be alternatives and a cluster, but not                  
with the worst competitors. A mixture of different types of actors in F&B with different               
concepts is needed and the best, and is the same way as a stock portfolio. There needs to be                   
several different types of stock to diverse the risk by variation. One large anchor tenant and                
several small surrounding it. It is also important for the establishments to have neighbours              
which are open during the night. It creates willingness for consumers to move around              
between the different establishments at a longer time. 

7.4 What will happen when the demand for physical retail and F&B           
is saturated? 

7.4.1 Real estate perspective 
Which factors drives the demand for retail and F&B today? 
Retail is divided in several different sections. There are many different macro streams where              
one brand is trying to create different concepts in all their establishments depending on which               
consumer they are trying to reach. If a retailer generalizes their concept too broad, the brand                
might lose potential individuals as well as their purchasing power, since there will be nothing               
new or exciting in the concept. The demand for sustainability in retail is growing larger and                
also becoming a more political requested. Retail cannot only provide fashion anymore; retail             
have to become a lifestyle.  
 
Today, the average Swedish consumer live on less living spaces than before, which creates a               
need for a place where people can socialize. F&B creates that type of environment where               
consumers can enjoy some variation in their everyday life. Another driving factor is that there               
is an increase in health and beauty as well as a growing food culture from the Swedish                 
population, especially for the younger generation. Consumers have more disposable income           
today than before, and in consideration to it they prefer the convenience to go outside to eat.                 
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They also want to try the newest trend when eating outside, at least when the trend is new.                  
Sweden has a very good supply of quality food, with good variety of raw ingredients and                
selections. There have never been so much television programs including food as there is              
today, and with social media encouraging people to try different varieties of F&B. The              
marketing of F&B is on top as well today, and F&B have become something people really                
enjoy. It creates new experiences, where there is a lot, and more, different concept and more                
fads that pop ups.  
 
When is the supply for retail and F&B saturated? 
What we have seen so far regarding retail, is that it does not have the same demand as before.                   
Some answered that the supply for retail is not yet saturated because Stockholm is constantly               
changing. People move to and from the city repetitively, and with it comes new preferences               
and international influences. However, others think it is because there will always come new              
tenants to create a demand. Some interviewed said that retail is already saturated, and can be                
observed from the decrease of consumer discretionary goods in 2018, which decreased by 13              
%. The only growth for retail was on the online market. Population is increasing but not their                 
purchase power, retail can therefore only grow marginally. One interviewed mentioned that            
there has not been an increased number of spaces for retail since the last 15 years, for the                  
retailers that have exited the market have been replaced. Therefore, the supply of retail will               
not grow in the CBD of Stockholm. Shopping malls are strong today and attract consumers,               
mainly because of their broad mix of health and beauty, as well as other sectors. Another                
interviewed mentioned that retail will rejuvenate and more new and exciting concepts will             
come forth. 
 
The F&B supply is believed to be saturated today. There is no room for F&B anymore                
because an over-establishment has already happened on the market. However, another           
interviewed actor said that the supply of F&B can be over 30 %, depending on the area.                 
There is a larger market for F&B outside the CBD, because there are so few consumers living                 
in the CBD of Stockholm. There are even less consumers during the winter period, when               
consumers become more resistant to transport to the centre of Stockholm to eat. Some actors               
answered that there will be a diversification and continued growth in the F&B business, but               
with a new touch of different industries starting to work together, an industry drift. Fads exist                
in every sector, both regarding F&B and retail, but there may be more fads within the F&B                 
sector because of their large surface distribution. The first thing that would happen when the               
economy becomes bad, is that people would stop spending the same amount of their income               
on F&B. However, it is also the sector which will bloom during periods of good economy.                
What will happen is the survival of the fittest. Because customers are picky. Competition is               
hard for some sectors and those who cannot attain enough consumers will be forced to close,                
naturally.  
 
What will happen after the saturation for retail and F&B? 
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One interviewed answered that the saturation has already happened what we are seeing now              
is the future. Another answered that the ideal situation for real estate owners is when the                
supply is saturated. The exchange of tenants is what affects the real estate industry. With an                
increasing population, it creates a possibility for growth in the supply. It is important to               
develop an area based on the target groups, such as tenant and customers. We can already see                 
that the sizes of spaces requirement have decreased, and will continue for a long time. The                
market adapts, in CBD the offices on the second floor have replaces the retailers. An               
expansion of education will take over the vacancies in some cases, and this form of increase                
can already be spotted in other countries. Location for education will draw people during the               
daytime, and today it is lacking. The health and beauty sector are the third best option,                
according to real estate owners, in addition to retail and F&B which are first and second.                
Libraries attracts consumers and creates flows, which will mostly work outside of the CBD. 
 
The competition from different sectors will escalate to a scenario where the sectors will              
outcompete each other. Smaller players do not have the same muscles to be able to change, or                 
create omni-channels. It will become more important to understand the importance of            
digitalization. 

7.4.2 Retail and F&B perspective 
How do retail and F&B experience a saturated market? 
Retail is experiencing a saturated market based on that the comparable growth is not as it                
used to be. One cannotice this by several brands closing. The trade in the CBD of Stockholm                 
does not grow in the same way as the rest of Sweden. Different actors who have established                 
in the city have reduced their need for space. The inflow of new different actors will not be                  
compensating for this. Double amount of establishment in one place does not work anymore              
for retail, especially in malls. Therefore, retailers create temporary solutions with new never             
before used concepts to manage the future, which may payoff in the long term.  
 
It has been an uninterrupted yearly growth for F&B throughout Sweden since 1980, because              
consumer growth is based on change in behaviour. two years ago, one could see the market                
already saturated for F&B. One way of noticing this was the absence of chefs in Stockholm.                
The average restaurant bill paid by the consumer is lower today than before, as mentioned               
earlier. The ones who are knowledgeable in the business of F&B will survive, since the               
restaurant business have a marginal turnover rate, especially in comparison to night clubs             
where the margin is over 20 %. The F&B industry is not yet as professional as retail, its                  
driven by enthusiasm rather than analysts. One answered that you can notice that when a new                
F&B actor opens up nearby their business gets affected for three months. 
 
However, one actor does not believe the market is saturated yet, and does not experience the                
smaller check from the consumers.  
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What will happen after the saturation for Retail and F&B? 
When looking at the US, there have been a clear over-establishment of physical retail. Even               
though they have larger trading spaces per capita than Sweden. The same trends have              
happened in Malmö, for example. One reason for this, according to an interviewed, is the               
lack of knowledge on a sustainable level of commercial space per person. Some sub-markets              
may have an increased demand and, if a consolidation occurs, some trading venues can still               
grow or maintain their spaces. One thing is certain, and that is that spaces are decreasing and                 
will continuing to do so. In result to this, some retailers hope to establish good consolidation                
and business agreements with the real estate owners. Retailers believes that larger concept             
will continue to grow. To outcompete the increase in e-commerce, there will be more              
personal focus in the physical stores and less focus on the amount of goods. The digitization                
should take place in the background and technology should support the inclusion of all the               
activity in a physical store. The information and activity a customer show in both channels               
will the retailers notice throughout the customer meeting. The physical retail will survive             
because of the increase in digitalization, and the consumers want a free zone from that. Retail                
believes in the personal physical encounter and a good sales associate who knows the              
importance of social warm meeting. A place where people can try out their clothes within a                
unique store experience, compared to e-commerce. There will be more digitalization for            
retailers, where they are currently trying to create a way for consumers to have the same                
payment options for physical as for e-commerce. 
 
For F&B, the saturation will result in more efficient operations and reduction in costs. It will                
also become more important to negotiate rental agreements to improve the business,            
optimization. The best F&B establishment will always survive, but there is also importance in              
being able to take a risk and change. One can only learn from their mistakes, but vanilla                 
concepts will not have it easy. What pulls the market apart is that the customers either want                 
the everyday purchase or something they want to show off. In an over-established market, the               
actors will compete more and an increase of F&B brands will be out for sale. Although real                 
estate owners ignore the warning signals. Many of the real estate owners lack the knowledge               
regarding F&B, they get things the wrong way. When they encounter F&B actors at an early                
stage, the F&B actors explain what can work in a space and what cannot. The suppliers will                 
chase business in a different way. Banks are becoming more restrictive to lending money to               
F&B actors. The real estate owners have many spaces where they want F&B established. The               
consumers on the other hand have a fantastic market today, especially in the CBD of               
Stockholm. The importance of creating long relationships with their guests is necessary. F&B             
are investing a lot of money towards marketing, to be heard and seen. Their communication               
to customers is everything. Some F&B took an early decision to work with sustainability,              
where the restaurants are growing their own vegetable land and own fishing boats to use               
during the seasons. The trend today is to be health conscious, and more consumers are               
becoming more aware of what they eat and where it comes from.  
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According to one interviewed actor, the successful actors in a saturated market will be the               
convenient restaurants, where the consumers can acquire affordable, quick and simple food            
experiences, for example K25 or Travenina. The other actors within the F&B sector that will               
succeed are those who create events and experiences in their restaurants. Conceptual trends             
are very popular, but hard to earn money on. It will also be hard to survive if the F&B                   
establishment is in the middle, not luxury or fast food. Further, retail chains will have a hard                 
time as well, since they do not create an experience. Cafés does not have great margins on                 
their products, and so they will have a hard time as well. The interviewed actor ends with that                  
lunch establishments are also exposed now, especially if the restaurant’s concept is only to              
serve lunch, with nothing more exciting to the concept. Consumers have so many other more               
interesting options instead, or they will start by bringing a lunch box or buy food at the                 
grocery store instead. 
 
There will be more collaboration between restaurant and other actors and sectors when It              
comes to products, workplaces or coworking spaces. Some collaborations could be with            
sectors such as health and beauty, art or retail. Some actors are even looking at other sectors                 
to establish in, such as hotels, conferences and events. 
 
Lastly, the saturation of the market will create an alternative business model. F&B may not               
sell product such as food and drink, but rather services. Dinner clubs are extremely strong               
internationally but it is a concept which has not work in Sweden yet, but it might happen. The                  
market will see more cool concepts that you bring home in your private sphere, private rooms                
are also the future. Establishers might dare to test the limit of experiences. Maybe even VR                
experiences in the future. What is the key to a successful restaurant? No one can answer that.                 
By working with strong concepts, having professional personnel, efficiency, marketing and           
digitalization, guests and be established in the best space in a strong location might help. 

7.5 How will the structure of retail and F&B be in 10 years? 
In Diagram 3 below, the amount of square meters from real estate owners’ properties in               
Stockholm can be observed. The diagram shows the total amount of square meters, and how               
they are divided between retail and F&B, and how they have changed during three points in                
time, 2010-12-31, 2014-12-31 and 2018-12-31. Based on this data, prognostics have been            
made based on the current supply for how retail and F&B will develop in the future, to the                  
years of 2022, 2026 and 2030. According to the data, F&B will increase but retail will                
decrease in amount of square meters. Worth to note is that since the prognostics are made on                 
current supply and its growth, it does not consider the saturated F&B market and the               
unlikeliness of it to continue to increase. The total supply will increase in the future, even if                 
retail decreases and F&B increases, and this shows how the establishment of F&B grow              
faster than retail close down. This can be concluded to that real estate owners are hesitant to                 
reduce the supply of retail, but gladly increase F&B. 
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Diagram 3: Square meters of retail, F&B and total in 27 real estates in Stockholm, with growth prognostics. 

7.5.1 Real estate perspective 
Will there be any supply cannibalization or halo effect in the future for retail and F&B? 
Two of the interviewed believed there will be supply cannibalization in the future between              
the F&B actors. One of the major reasons is because there are so many restaurants on the                 
market today, but not enough chefs. As a consequence, F&B companies will compete in              
between themselves to employ the chefs available. In retrospect, restaurants still want their             
neighbours to be others within the F&B sector, clustering is preferred. If one place is full the                 
consumers will just move to the one next to it. As long as there is a good concept for the area,                     
the meeting place, consumers will flow there. In a clustered F&B area there will not be                
cannibalization as long as all concepts are unique, one interviewed mentioned. Continued,            
with the growing expansion of a good F&B area, the need for retail will increase to                
strengthen and direct the flow in the right direction. By having several restaurants in an area                
the safety will increase as well, and is therefore something real estate owners will continue to                
establish in the future. There is a definite risk of cannibalization in the future, but it will delay                  
if consumers continue to spend their disposable income in F&B. One interviewee mentioned             
there is a growing trend for F&B so sell produce as well, but the things to be sold can be                    
simpler produce such as jam. Some sections within F&B are also becoming more combined,              
where the borders between are fading. One actor mentioned an example where bakeries are              
currently turning more into brunch establishments.  
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Most interviewed also think there will be more cooperations between retail and F&B since              
they complement each other in the way that they are not competing, and there is even                
cooperation with the entertainment sector. Although one actor believes the mixture of retail             
or F&B with entertainment will mostly be outside of the city centre. However, most believe               
there will be more halo between retail and F&B. One example given was that consumers               
almost always shop and eat at the same time. Therefore, today real estate owners need both in                 
a meeting place, because there are higher possibility consumers will visit a retailer if it is next                 
to a F&B place. In conclusion, most believe there will be a halo effect in the future, and those                   
who are successful are those who find the synergies between the sectors. Currently, everyone              
is working with conceptual development to find the new idea and concept to be perceived as                
interesting and relevant, both real estate owners as well as the tenants. Today, it is trendy to                 
have retail and food combined, one example being Bianchi, an Italian bicycle maker which              
has opened up a restaurant in Stockholm to increase their attractiveness, uniqueness and,             
therefore, the experience around both the establishment and the product sold. Some people             
might even be more willing to spend more money on a bike after some glasses of wine. While                  
some establishments decide to open a part of their space for another sector, other will sell a                 
part of their space to a whole different brand, not to be generous, but to acquire more profit.                  
While most actors think there is a halo between retail and F&B, meaning they will increase                
each other’s profits, most retail companies want to have other retailers as their neighbours, to               
be associated with other retail brands to strengthen their own. If everyone spends their              
disposable income on F&B, there will be less money spent on retail, so even between retail                
and F&B there might become cannibalization.  
 
One interviewee assumed that there will not be too much of either cannibalization or halo, but                
more focus will be on their own omni-channel and its implications as marketing, perception              
and experience. Another actor mentioned that there will be halo between the physical and              
online store, consumer will always be able to visit a store, but the amount will decrease. The                 
most important thing is that both the virtual and physical visit to a brand should give the same                  
association and experience to the consumer. Opening a physical store will increase profit in              
the online store, as well as the other way around. If it is important to have synergies with both                   
physical and virtual, why are stores closing down? One interviewee answered the reason is              
because their online consumption is only a marginal profit of their whole, and that most               
establishments that close down have several stores in the area. Another interviewed believes             
there will also be a halo effect between different retail actors in the same area, all with                 
different concepts and products. Another point of view was that retail will have more halo               
within itself, but in other ways than before. One example given is that retail establishments               
are offering services such as tailoring in store or customization to clothes.  
 
The structure in the future will be more niched, an actor said the department store mindset                
will come back slightly, in the way that smaller brands are collected in one place and we can                  
see the department store Nordiska Kompaniet (NK) and Åhléns are currently renovating to             
increase their attractiveness and uniqueness. It is easier to find the smaller more uncommon              
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brands when they are collected in a place, and is especially good as a marketing tool for their                  
online business. Instead of cannibalization, the stores can promote each other.  
 
How will the future meeting place be established? 
All actors agree that if there is a boom, consumers will have more money and therefore spend                 
more on retail and F&B. One interviewed anticipated two sectors which will flourish in the               
future are pharmacies and opticians. This is due to the fact that the health and beauty sector is                  
having a moment where we are seeing more gyms, nailticians, barbers, hairdressers, and             
much more today. Since opticians are within this sector, and pharmacies are selling more              
beauty product, they will grow with the sector. Almost all interviewed agreed it is a fast                
growing sector and one reason is because of the expansion of online media where appearance               
is important, and the fundamental reason is that the H&B sector has to be physical. Another                
growing sector is the daily consumption goods sector. While it contributes to the market              
today, it will increase even more when the younger generation perceive it as a waste of time,                 
to spend two hours going to the grocery store instead of shop online a fraction of the time.  
 
Since consumption is so high, many actors on the market can focus one small area of                
expertise to stand out more from the norm. Since e-commerce will continue to grow, more               
retailers and F&B establishments are focusing on attraction and experience in their spaces.             
Thus, in the future they will invest more in good concepts and several experiences in house. It                 
is also important, as one interviewed mentioned, today since there are sectors which are not               
online yet, but will in the future, and therefore it is important to focus on the service aspect of                   
the establishment. This interviewed believes consumers will not continue, as today, to            
commute to the city centres, and that is why it is important in the future o have F&B with                   
experiences and activities. Another interviewed mentioned, however, that while consumers          
will prefer clusters and meeting places, there will not be any new shopping malls built.               
Instead the shopping mall owners will continue to expand what is already there. The city               
centre will have more problems, as shopping malls just outside of the city centre are               
cannibalizing the consumers since all types of centres have almost no variation in their              
supply. And without the rental growth, real estate owners in the city centre will have to find                 
alternative tenants for their larger spaces, and the saviour now is restaurants and gyms, but               
both of those markets are saturated today. So what is the next selection? Hard to know,                
maybe offices, but nonetheless the real estate owners have to be prepared for it.  
 
The market today is already saturated, and the risk of polarization together with less              
consumption, low cost brands will be more desired and develop further. The meeting place              
will therefore become more varied and not only retail and F&B, there will be so much more.                 
As it looks now, the meeting place is moving towards more social and service oriented,               
considering it is what the online world cannot offer to consumers. There will be more               
libraries, education and culture. One actor mentioned that have around 20 % of other sectors               
outside of retail and F&B. It is also more expensive to reform a store to a restaurant, and that                   
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is one of the reasons real estate owners choose to establish more F&B today, to save costs in                  
the future, making it long-term flexibility.  
 
It is also interesting the consumers have different shopping habits, as the younger generation              
shop more online, the older still shop in physical stores. It will become a shift when a wider                  
range of generations shop online with more disposable income, and then it will become              
harder for retail and F&B to sustain.  
 
If the economy will falter, one of the sectors which will suffer the most is the F&B sector                  
because eating out is something consumers do when they have high purchasing power, and              
especially the luxury side of the F&B sector. Retail will have a harder time as well, and                 
already are according to several interviewed actors. Some F&B will survive, those with more              
interesting food with a better concept will still attract consumers. If an actor has something               
which makes consumers curious, they will try it. It is important to have a good price point at                  
the same time, so the business will succeed. Other sectors which will perform better is most                
likely cafés, as they do not require such a large amount of money to be spent, as well as lunch                    
establishments as office workers will probably still have some time management issues and             
buy their lunch out. 
 
Lastly, one actor believes if there is a bust, considering the market status today, there will be                 
vacant spaces as there is no point in letting to a tenant who cannot afford the rent, and                  
therefore the meeting place will be empty.  
 
As one interviewed mentioned, economic cycles are nothing new and will happen all the              
time. So it is important to work with brands and establishments which will always be an                
attraction point for consumers. Services and care will always be important in a meeting place,               
and consumers will always treat themselves, but only with a smaller wallet.  

7.5.2 Retail and F&B perspective 
Will there be any supply cannibalization or halo effect in the future for retail and F&B? 
Within the F&B sector there will be a halo effect for the most part where all different                 
segment in the F&B sector will help increase the flow and footfall in the area during a whole                  
day, as well as increase the safety.  
 
One actor argued there will not be a halo between retail and F&B in the sense that the trend                   
of establishing both in a space is just precisely, a trend. The reason for this is that the F&B                   
part of the space will barely contribute with to a per mile of their profits, and is only an                   
attraction point. In a larger meeting place, there is both halo and cannibalization on shopping               
streets and restaurant streets. Further, a retail store does not make an area. A restaurant can                
create an area. Lastly a hotel can change an area. A street with several different concepts will                 
increase each others footfall. The interviewed also mentioned that the concept of selling             
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produce in a F&B establishment will not succeed or be sustainable. The concept is an               
experience in the establishment, but will not make any noticeable sales. It can only be viewed                
as a side activity for the establishment. Another actor believes in the concept of mixing retail                
and F&B, because there is a market potential to explore there. It enriches the experience in                
the establishment and has a positive effect overall.  
 
In the retail sector there will be both a halo effect between the physical and virtual store, but                  
there will be a cannibalisation between the various physical stores. The reason for the              
cannibalization is due to the fact that most retailers today offer the same type of products, the                 
supply is generic so it does not matter which store the consumer ends up shopping at. Due to                  
this, there is a need for something different from the norm. For example, an atmospheric               
environment in a store offer experiences beyond the regular for the consumer. Although, at              
the same time, there will be some cannibalization between physical and virtual stores as well.               
This is due to the consumer behaviour and with the increase of webrooming, where the               
consumer first previews the online collection and then visits a store to try and buy the                
product. To open a new store because of this behaviour, if the retailer is a substantial one, the                  
total profit will be marginal. It is more likely actors decrease the amount of stores, the actor                 
mentioned during the interview.  
 
How will the future meeting place be established? 
One actor mentioned, that during the last economic bust in 2008, their establishments             
performed well, as they have a constant flow of consumers. And since they do, they take                
market shares from potential competitors. Further, two actors mentioned that consumers are            
more prone to eat outside today, and more comfortable with it, they are less willing to                
socialise at home again. Since the consumers are so comfortable with going out to socialize,               
other consumable sectors will not perform as well instead, such as the traveling sector. Food               
is the last consumable to disappear, but there will be a change in the consumer behaviour.                
The consumer will go out as often but spend less than today, so the amount of visits will not                   
change, only the purchasing power. Another positive aspect argued by the interviewed, is that              
the profession has become more professionalised and in the future it will be even more               
industrialised with other types of characters which will establish within the F&B sector.             
These new owners will also increase the willingness of investing in the establishment as well               
as the operation. However, consumers are not interested new exciting concepts for a long              
duration of time, so the establishments will be more of a backdrop, a scene of performance,                
which will last for about 3-5 years. The backdrop will change for something new again. It is                 
also a way to decrease the investments cost in an establishment. The more seasoned F&B               
owners try to create concepts which will be more sustainable over time.  
 
The online aspect within F&B will increase, both delivery and other services. There might              
even be concepts where the consumer can rent a chef for a couple of hour to their home. F&B                   
owners, and retail owners, have to think outside the box since the food market is a point of                  
sale, and there is much to be done omni-channel wise. The general space will become               
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smaller, since investment opportunities in large scale spaces will disappear, also in            
consideration to the cost of the personnel. The focus in the future will also be to effectivisize                 
the spaces, and some spaces will profit more per sqm than others. These will be the F&B                 
establishments which has created a meeting place in house, those which use digital tools. The               
interviewed also mentioned the negotiations regarding placement and rent will be easier in             
the future for the F&B actors, as they will have a strengthened position in the future. Also, it                  
will be more attractive to open F&B in areas outside of the CBD from independent real estate                 
owners of single properties, as it has other conditions than the real estate owners.  
 
Another interviewed expressed an economic bust will hit everyone, but more so luxury than              
the others. Those who are barely making a profit will have to close down, and it is an effect                   
from the online retail market and its risk capital and yields. When the profit decreases so will                 
the amount of competitors. With the decreased amount of competitors, those who survive the              
bust will be cushioned by the fallen competitors. Retailers will focus more on developing              
their omni-channel and tools used by the consumers, for example apps which will ease              
finding a product inside a specific store.  
 
An interviewed said, there will be more vacancies to fill in a meeting place. Retailers will still                 
be necessary to fill these spaces and create a flow, because a F&B establishment need to have                 
a strong concept to be able to attract consumers to travel distances to eat. So F&B will                 
continue to establish in areas with an already acquired flow.  
 
In the future there will be two types of concepts, the extremely branded ones and the simple                 
classic ones. While some consumers enjoy experiences, other want to have an easy,             
uncomplicated choice from an establishment they know well. The more branded actors will             
most likely start online, and therefore have an easier time to establish a physical space, such                
as in a pop up store, and it will become easier with the increased amount of vacancies.                 
Another interviewed mentioned the price ranges which will survive the market is the low              
budget establishments and the luxury ones. The mid-end segment will have to have a strong               
concept and be good at what they do to survive the future. Both for retail and F&B. 
 
Finally, the interviewed mentioned that another sector which is more interesting for retailers,             
and have increased in growth, is the home decor sector. Because, while the clothing sector               
has had a hard time, the home sector is flourishing. Therefore, many retailers are shifting               
their focus to other sectors, another example is the beauty sector. Cafés in a store will not be                  
able to attract consumers to enter, but it will make them stay.   
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8. Discussion 
This chapter will provide a discussion based on the results from the case study, interviews as                
well as the background study and will further be analysed. The chapter include all the               
information and data from previous chapters, which will be explained through the research             
questions and linked to the theoretical framework. 

 

8.1 How does the online retail market affect the food and beverage           
market? 
In the interviews, there were several diverse aspects of thought from all actors regarding if               
the online retail market does affect the F&B market. However, all agree that the online               
market, and the virtual world, will increase. Together with the growth, there will be              
consequences which will be more apparent in some sectors that others. One example is the               
daily consumption goods market. Since it is highly dependent on functioning logistics, which             
Sweden does not have, it will have a slow growth. But if there would be some sort of miracle,                   
where logistics would perform and function more efficient, the daily consumption goods            
market will flourish and grow significantly.  
 
But how does the growth of online affect the F&B market? The most common answer is that                 
the online retail market directly affects the physical retail market, and therefore indirectly             
affect the F&B market by creating vacant spaces. With the increase of 7 % since 2015 in                 
e-commerce, and the increase of about 1,000 restaurant chairs for F&B the past 18 months, a                
correlation is probable. There are, naturally, other variables guilty of the increase in both              
segments. However, we can assume one of the major common reason is consumer behaviour.              
The online market is increasing, and the amount of F&B is increasing. So therefore, we               
believe there is some definite correlations between the two variables, and that is the              
availability of vacant spaces which makes it possible to establish more F&B. As mentioned,              
one reason for the decreased amount for spaces is because retailers are focusing on having               
more efficient spaces, where they can give all of their attention towards making the space               
more atmospherics, and to give the consumers more experience from the visit. It is also due                
to the fact how e-commerce affects physical spaces. With the way consumers shop today,              
webrooming, retailers are forced to open physical spaces if they were only established online              
before. In retrospect, opening a physical store is also a way for retailers to market and expose                 
themselves on the physical market, compared to when they were only a drop in the virtual                
online ocean. This will take some of the available spaces from F&B, but we have to consider                 
the fact that real estate owners are more money oriented. They prefer to open spaces with                
more established brands, which has a higher possibility to generate higher rents. Retail chains              
are closing down their stores, and individual brands are opening physical stores. However,             
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there is still vacancies available for F&B. Because, between an unknown brand and some              
F&B, the real estate owners are more prone to choose the F&B establishment. Some will               
definitely choose according to their vision and depending on what is missing in the area, no                
doubt about that. From observation, there are more new F&B compared to new independent              
stores today in the CBD of Stockholm.  
 
Consumer and real estate owners want an increase of the F&B sector, Stockholm has always               
been consumer heavy regarding eating, drinking and socialising outside their homes.           
Stockholmers’ demand a large and varied supply of different F&B actors, causing a natural              
flourish of the F&B market, where more F&B establishments opening almost every day. To              
what price? When the amount of F&B becomes available, but the purchasing power from              
consumers are same as before, what will happen? Oversaturation, which will be discussed             
later on in the research. The supply will increase but not the demand. The result of this will                  
be that some establishments will not gain enough consumers, and therefore have a hard time               
on the market. However, they are not the only one who will struggle. The real estate owners                 
will as well. They will possess a substantial amount of vacant spaces to rent out. However, a                 
large amount of the new tenants on the market who cannot handle the rents in Stockholm, the                 
profit for individual F&B actors will be less, as seen in Figure 3 (page 24), and they will                  
submerge in the long run. There will be fewer possible tenants left to rent out to. In a way,                   
e-commerce can be viewed as a possibility for F&B, but not fully for real estate owners.  
 
Other ways the online retail market affect the F&B market, is the food technology sector.               
Restaurants and cafés are becoming more digital. There are apps for ordering and delivery,              
both internal for the establishment but also as external services. However in reality, how              
much do they actually affect the increase of F&B? Personally, we believe it will have effects,                
but not in the same way as retail, since they do not contribute to vacancies. They do, on the                   
other hand, work in a way which can contribute to a higher turnover rate. Since consumers,                
who might not have visited an establishment otherwise, can with the help of a delivery               
service order from the establishment. They do not, however, contribute to anything            
substantial, as mentioned in the result, which barely contribute to a percentage of their total               
turnovers. Food tech will also most highly continue to grow when it is becoming more               
common with smaller more efficient F&B establishments. Especially when in combination           
with pick up lunches, which are on a high rise.  
 
A good example is the project Sergelstan, where Vasakronan establish more F&B than before              
the reconstruction. One example for this is the increased usage of e-commerce by consumers              
changed demand which Vasakronan have taken into consideration. Consumers are more           
prone to transit and indulge in F&B rather than consume in physical retail, because of the                
convenience with e-commerce. This create a flow of consumers willing to travel distances             
and spend time in one place together with other people. Sergelstan is meeting that demand               
with the current supply of establishments, based on consumers’ interest of F&B. However,             
many of the F&B actors refers to a saturated market of F&B, the question is if Sergelstan is                  
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something other real estate owners should imitate or reject. Since the project is not finished               
until 2020, only the future will determine the effect from the establishment. An interesting              
fact is that trends happen faster and more frequently today, so commercial real estate has a                
harder time to adapt to these changes. Especially when leasing agreement can be as long as                
10 years. Vasakronan have been the first to meet the increased demand, for the case of                
non-shopping malls, but real estate projects take time so there might be more in the future,                
currently unknown. If, for example, other real estate owners in CBD Stockholm would start a               
large project, such as Vasakronan, and establish a significant larger amount of F&B, would              
that escalate to a scenario where the cannibalization is inescapable? The amount of F&B              
Vasakronan develop may be the perfect amount and create a footfall of pedestrians, no doubt               
about that. But there might also be a risk of cannibalization on the market where F&B actors                 
will not be as successful with the increased amount of competition. Consumers will be              
satisfied regardless, until there is another consumer trend emerge on the market and             
establishments diminish from the decreased consumer interest.  

8.2 How is the optimal meeting place for retail and F&B established           
today? 
In the case of the case study, the optimal meeting place is with around 30 % of F&B and                   
about 70 % will be within retail, and these will make out the majority of the spaces. There is                   
nothing within the experience sector, or other sectors for that matter. However, the area is               
already compromised of cinema and gyms, but they are placed in the neighbour properties.              
Because of this, there is no need for Vasakronan to establish more entertainment in              
Sergelstan. In comparison to what most interviewed mentioned, the optimal meeting place            
should be around 20-25 % of F&B, but it will be 30 % in Sergelstan. One reason for this is                    
because of bad reputation regarding the Malmskillnadsgatan. Vasakronan has chosen to           
establish a restaurant street to increase the feeling of safety, by having the street alive during                
more hours of the day. While some of the actors argued that F&B should establish in a place                  
where there already is footfall, we the authors, believe that it might be the case in an area                  
with only one F&B establishment, but not when creating a cluster from zero. The concept is                
something which is missing in Stockholm, and therefore will attract consumers by just             
establishing. And, if the concept of the whole area is something to write home about, the                
consumers will continue to come. It might be for a short while for a single establishment, but                 
when there are several, the consumers might want to try them all, and therefore, the area will                 
be an attraction point than if it was just one F&B establishment. This is because there will be                  
different unique concepts to explore in the area, and is a positive aspect from clustering F&B.                
But only if all of them offer different products to minimize cannibalization. In combination              
with the lease terms being around 5-10 years, it will enable some familiarity in the area as                 
well as room for new concepts from time to time.  
 
Following this train of thought, if so many actors want to create a safe place for consumers,                 
why will they not open retail stores during longer hours? Because it will be more expensive                
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with the cost of personnel, but in reality, how many consumers visit a store at 10 in the                  
morning? Maybe we are just optimistic, but we believe longer hours would increase safety in               
a retail area as well. The other costs in the establishment could be effectivitizised, and with                
all these new smaller spaces, will there not be less rent to pay than before? Could the saved                  
rental costs not be used on other things? Why does everyone believe longer hours are               
impossible? We see it all over the world! The argument that it is more expensive to hire                 
personnel in Sweden is tiring to hear. People are just stingy. We believe people will go out                 
and consume more if places are open. If the owners create a supply, the demand will follow.                 
Because we can clearly see consumers out during the later hours eating and drinking, why               
would they not shop as well? Some alcohol might even make larger and spontaneous              
purchases easier. This applies to other sectors as well. It will also make retail less dependent                
on having an F&B establishment to continue the flow in the area after closing time. The H&B                 
sector could profit from longer hours. Create an establishment where the consumers can fix              
their hair and makeup before going out, have it available for touch ups as well. Since                
consumers are becoming more self aware in their appearance, thanks to social media, how is               
it not a business to invest in? Create a meeting place where consumers can shop, change into,                 
and fix themselves before going out in the same area to eat and drink. There might be some                  
demand for it as people are living smaller, or further from town, so it would be a social                  
experience to do this with friends. And have professional help at the same time. Think about                
the experience gained from this from a consumers perspective. However, will it be             
sustainable? Probably not, because the price point has to meet the demand of the consumers,               
which is highly unlikely to be possible for it to be profitable.  
 
Internal meeting places are developing as well today, and are more important than ever. Since               
more consumers are spending more time online, both the large and small meeting place need               
to become more social and customer focused. Because that is what virtual shopping cannot              
offer. If a meeting place has a clear vision and concepts to match, the attraction point of the                  
establishment will increase and attract more consumers to an area. But what are those              
attraction points? Some are trying out several today, and one is a café, nail salon or a flower                  
shop. Referencing back to 2.6.1 Atmospherics, things that make an establishments pleasant is             
the scent in the store, such as fresh flowers or newly baked buns. Lightning, use warm                
lightning so the consumers feel more like home and relaxed. Colours, interesting colours and              
combinations that match the concept and captivate the consumers to come inside the space.              
Temperature, no one enjoys feeling warm while doing their thing, especially not in the winter               
when everyone is wearing thick coats. Lastly, music which does not stress the consumer to               
buy more, rather have music which makes the consumer relax more and take their time in the                 
establishment. There are other aspects which can be improved as well, and can already be               
observed in the UK. Retailers are including all of the atmospherics to increase the story of the                 
store, make it more Instagrammable and appear more on social media. Because if the              
establishment is perceived as aesthetic and cool, it will contribute to nice pictures for the               
consumers social feed, and so they will flock. All of this can also be applied in a larger                  
meeting place, to create a more wholesome experience for the consumer.  
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How is the optimal meeting place established today? A great mix of several sectors, to attract                
both the target group and temporal visitors, and to have a flow during the whole day. Around                 
25 % of F&B to create flows during breakfast, lunch, dinner and later. 50 % of retail to create                   
flows during the afternoon and for the temporal tourists visiting. Lastly, 25 % of other               
sectors, such as entertainment for the younger generation, H&B to increase flow after work              
hours, and lastly public services for a flow all odd times during the day.  
 
Sergelstan could be the vision of an optimal meeting place, where Vasakronan have             
acknowledge the importance of enabling more spaces and location for F&B. Because a             
meeting place coincide with an area where people can socialize and spend time in, a F&B                
meet all the criteria of what today's consumers considers as a meeting place. Vasakronan              
have therefore estimated an outline for a meeting place, which means that there is a chance of                 
influencing other real estate owners. A meeting place are therefore Sergelgatan who has an              
approximate amount of 30 % dedicated to F&B, whereas retail have in some places changed               
their sizes and location in order to fit the outline.  

8.3 What will happen when the demand for physical retail and F&B           
is saturated? 
The CBD in Stockholm is unique compared with other cities in Sweden, where there is an                
abundance of both F&B and retail. The last 10 years, the sales in the Swedish F&B market                 
have increased by 75 %, where lunch and dinner had a share of 46 %, cafés stood for 7 % and                     
fast food 13 %. Those F&B actors was the most mentioned during the interviews. The               
majority of Swedish consumers had dinner and lunch 1-3 times a week shown in Diagram 2                
(page 15). The majority of consumers prefer to eat at restaurants during lunch and dinner, as                
can be shown in Diagram 1 (page 14). This represents the new normal in consumer               
behaviour, consumers eat out more often which resulted in an increased demand for F&B.              
Consumer behaviour is a thriving force when it comes to the increase of F&B, which has                
resulted in a saturation on the market. In 2004 a change happened where the money spent on                 
F&B was the same as for retail. This could be explained by globalisation from international               
actors thanks to the increase of e-commerce where homogenous products are sold at a lower               
price. The consumers increased demand for F&B can also be explained by the increase in               
disposable income, together with the smaller living quarters, and they are therefore in need of               
variation in their daily lives. Since F&B is a meeting place and create new experience for                
consumers, it is a considerable driving force to the increased supply of F&B. People believe               
that there is a saturation of F&B today, and the market cannot increase above 30 % of the                  
total supply. The vision of Sergelstan is to have a supply of approximately 30 % F&B. This                 
creates a balance in the demand in the CBD of Stockholm where people have an extensive                
hunger, and wallet, for F&B. Whether other real estate owners who own cluster areas in               
Stockholm will take after the vision of Vasakronan will probably not happen because of the               
saturation level and the increase of risk where different areas are eating from the same cake.                
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A more manageable rate is between 20-25 % unless any of the F&B actors, with the same                 
concept, starts to cannibalization on each other’s customers. It is important to create a              
meeting place where every actor is a complement to each other.  
 
The demand for retail have decreased and believed to be saturated. Because of the decline in                
purchases of consumer discretionary in physical stores, the growth in retail during 2018 was              
only on the online market. This means that the physical market for retail is oversaturated               
because of the new changes in the digital era and in consumer behaviour. The saturation can                
be observed in the trend that physical retail spaces are decreasing, both in number and in                
sizes. Approximately 14 % of physical retail have already disappeared during the past 10              
years, and the future is not looking good due to the over-establishment of retail. This could be                 
explained historically, where retail have been the most profitable of all sectors, and does not               
require large investments cost and is easy to manage. It will become more important for               
retailers to understand the digital importance, and working on their omni-channels to increase             
the halo effect. Because, with the halo effect, some physical stores are needed for there to                
even be a halo effect. Further, the physical stores are needed because of its marketing power                
and because of consumers shopping habit of webrooming. Retail is therefore forced to             
upgrade their existing spaces, and focus on more personal service to their consumers instead              
of the amount of goods. The physical stores need to change and upgrade their concept for a                 
more current if they wish to match the new demand from consumers and work together with                
the increasing e-commerce. Retail will decrease until it reaches an optimal level which is              
approximately 50 % of the total supply, according to what is believed today, but it may                
change in the future. Conversions have always occurred in real estate but before, the              
conversion from retail to retail used to be the most common. Today, however, retail cannot               
manage the high rents or the cost of employees in their spaces.  
 
The actors in F&B are experiencing a saturation because there has been a yearly growth in                
actors the past 20 years. During a saturation, more F&B businesses have been out sale, it is                 
harder to loan from banks, suppliers are approaching businesses differently and real estate             
owners are trying to fill vacancy from retailers with F&B. The previous trend was that F&B                
businesses reached out to real estate owners in search of spaces, and they have always been                
the secondary choice. Today, that trend have passed and escalated to become an over              
establishment in the sector, and the average bill has decrease with 7 % to show for that. In a                   
saturated F&B market, actors work towards efficient optimization and reduction in the            
current rent, because of their upper hand. As Figure 3 (page 24) show, and what the                
interviewed said, was that there is more competition between different F&B actors, a             
cannibalization in the saturated market which occurred two years ago. With an increased             
supply in F&B, but an unchanging consumer demand, the actors will decrease in profit. We               
believe that the demand will not increase, because the demand is already at a top together                
with that the consumers purchasing power will not increase.  
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Because both sectors are perceived to be saturated, the competition between actors will             
escalate to a scenario where the actor will outcompete each other, cannibalization. The next              
thing is to replace the actors that cannot handle the competition, because smaller players do               
not have the same muscles as larger ones in a scenario where the survival of the fittest will                  
occur. The next thing we will see after the saturation are more cross-segment merchandising              
between different sectors in order to survive a cannibalization. There will be lower thresholds              
for actors between different sectors, they also need to start coworking with spaces and              
products in order to afford rent and become more successful in the market. They have to                
adapt and change their concept after consumer behaviour in order to survive the saturation.              
Retail will have a hard time, but so will F&B. Both sectors have to focus on their target                  
consumers, create a relationship and take advantage of the new digital era.  
 
For example, if large spaces that cannot be rented to a tenant, because of the decreased                
demand for large spaces, in combination with the real estate owner which cannot minimize or               
divide their spaces, an idea is a shared gathering point where different brands can sell their                
products under the same roof in that large space.  

8.4 How will the structure of retail and F&B be in 10 years? 
From the results in comparison to the case study of Sergelstan, there are several similarities,               
but some differences as well. One of the more interesting concepts is that some interviewed               
mentioned there will be no sector clusters in the future, but Malmskillnadsgatan will have a               
restaurant street, a F&B cluster. On the other hand, actors from the F&B perspective              
mentioned there is a shortage of restaurant streets in Stockholm, and more should be              
established. It will also be interesting if the increased amount of F&B in Malmskillnadsgatan              
will better the streets reputation and make it feel safer for the consumers to socialize there.                
Another emerging trend which was discussed during the interviews are other emerging            
markets, such as entertainment and H&B. In the case of Sergelstan, there is not any need to                 
establish an obscene amount of these since there is already a supply in the area. So the                 
consumer demand is satisfied since before the refurbishment. Worth to note, from            
observation on Appendix 1, is that there are some H&B in the fixture, in the form of gyms.                  
Considering how Sergelstan is constructed, the way it is similar to a shopping mall, it might                
be important to be prepared for cannibalization from the other already established shopping             
centres in the surrounding area.  
 
The commercial real estate market is dependent on one of the most important factors, cash               
flows from their tenants. Cash flow are decided by leases and the number of tenants. The                
need to decrease vacancy rates has become crucial for a real estate owner which will affect                
the design and lease term. The commercial market tends to react after the changes in demand,                
causing a delay in the real estate market. This means that longer leases will be harder to                 
change for the real estate owners and so actions to the changed market will be delayed. 
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It is important for real estate owners to optimize their lease agreements since they will               
become more crucial in 10 years. A shift in power has happened, where the real estate owners                 
does not have the same influence and dominance as before. A discussion between F&B actors               
and real estate owners have shown some disagreement regarding who should pay for the              
investments. If the F&B tenants require the real estate owners to pay for the investments, the                
negotiations on lease terms may become more relevant in the future. Real estate owners              
demand the tenants’ ability to pay rents, their financial facts and credit information is              
therefore important when determining tenants. This have been noticed during the discussion            
with different property owners, where the answers differ from who are funded by banks              
compared to the ones who invest in their real estate institutionally. The institutionally             
invested real estate owner preferred a good mix of tenants, rather than the tenants’ ability to                
pay the highest rent. 
 
The changes in consumer behaviour and tenants for real estate owners have made it both               
possible and crucial to replace retail tenants with alternative sectors. In cases where the              
conversion from retail spaces has been done to other sectors, is due to difficulties to attract                
other retail actors. This is because of the lack of interest to expand from retailers.               
E-commerce and consumer behaviour have made retailers minimize their sizes and even            
forced current physical stores to close down since they cannot afford the high rents.              
Interesting enough, rent is not the only factor which determined if a brand will establish or                
close down, it is also high employment costs which also causes international actors to step               
back from establishing a store in Sweden, sometimes. In the probable future where             
e-commerce has continued to increase, the change in consumer behaviour will result in a              
continued decrease of physical stores until the market have reach a new balance point. More               
than 5,000 physical retail stores have disappeared during the past seven years, and we believe               
will continue to decrease for the coming 10 years.  
 
Historically, retailers have been able to establish on multiple floors, but that time has passed,               
and almost every retailer are looking at ground floor spaces. The sizes for retail today are                
between 100-300 sqm, and the smaller locations are considered to be less than 100 sqm. So in                 
the future, the request of 100 sqm spaces will increase. F&B have generally requested sizes               
for their spaces between 200-250 sqm, and there will always be actors who want larger units                
and those who request smaller depending on their concept. F&B have it easier than retailers               
to take a broader span of different spaces and sizes, while retailers only want the ground level                 
corners with large windows. It has been beneficial for F&B since they can manage odd               
spaces, in comparison to retailers. However, F&B have demanded smaller spaces and partly             
because of the increase in fast foods, to-go-foods and cafés. This is a problem for real estate                 
owners to change the already established space and minimize the sizes. In the future, real               
estate owners need to build commercial spaces smaller in order to find both F&B and               
retailers who can take on their spaces.  
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Some F&B may be located in unusual geographic locations with unusual architectural            
structures, which retail could never take on. That include everything between spaces on roofs              
to basements. More advantages with F&B, above retail, is that with the odd spaces F&B can                
take, they also have opportunities to take on more interesting concepts to adapt to these               
spaces, such as a cosier, unique and exciting atmosphere.  
 
Riskier concepts require shorter duration but higher rents, which will be applied for new              
concepts, pop ups and showrooms. In the future we will see riskier concepts where actors are                
trying to meet the consumer demand. The most common lease term for retailers today, is               
between 5-10 years. The leases for some F&B actors could be as long as more than 20 years.                  
This can change depending on their concepts and playability as a company. The most              
profitable for F&B and retail actors are longer leases, 15-20 years, with high flexibility and               
with a defection clause which will give them security in the future. However, real estate               
owners almost always prefer mid length, 5-10 years, so they can adapt the rent to the market                 
level. Therefore, a change in the lease agreement and length are something that will be               
improved in the future. The real estate owners and the tenants say they want it the other way                  
around. The owners want longer leases, with durable cash flows, and the tenants want shorter               
flexible leases. During the interviews when asked, it appeared to be incorrect and some              
cross-purposes was apparent.  
 
Based on what all interviewed discussed, the future for F&B will be mostly cannibalization.              
But only if the amount of F&B establishments continues to grow, which they probably will               
based on estimations from Diagram 3 (page 63). The reason for cannibalization is that while               
the population is increasing, the overall disposable income in Stockholm is not. The same              
amount of income will be divided among more F&B actors, and therefore will mutually              
perform worse than before. This have happened already during the last two years where every               
F&B establishment decreased with 7 % in their turnover. However, if the area is a mixture of                 
different F&B actors, there will be less cannibalization, in that area at least. Instead, if there                
are around 1-3 alternatives per type in F&B establishments, there will be halo effect. Because               
if there are only three places to eat breakfast in a meeting place, with different menu                
concepts, consumers will not view them as exchangeable and will therefore not be indifferent              
to whichever the decision. With the area having some breakfast, lunch, dinner and café              
establishments, all unique, they will not fight in between themselves for consumers. 
 
As for how the internal meeting place will be established for F&B, we believe, based on the                 
interviews, F&B establishments will not need to incorporate other sectors in their            
establishment to increase footfall. Some will still do it, to increase the experience and              
atmosphere within, such as buyable art and furniture or interesting decor. However, we will              
most likely not see things such as clothes or jewellery being sold in F&B establishments.               
There can, however, be a forthcoming of services within F&B in establishments, such as              
bartender or cooking classes offered. There might even be an increased influx of F&B              
establishments which will offer child care and sitting. The reason for this is that F&B is an                 
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attraction and centre point already to socialise, so incorporating other sectors would not do              
much for an increased profit. Or maybe you can, it just has not been thought of yet.  
 
Between F&B and retail, there will be more and more halo effect. F&B do not have any need                  
for retail, but retail is in dire need for new ways to attract consumers. One way for doing this                   
is to establish other sectors in the physical store, which has a higher rate to create footfall and                  
increase the atmosphere and experience as well. It is highly possible we will see more mixed                
sectors in retail in the future, maybe not only café and flower shops, but maybe even a small                  
space for relaxation with a study corner, books and simpler beverage. Moreover, since it will               
be an increased focus on service, tailoring and maybe even a cloth recycling central will be                
available in store. The food concept might even continue and be the next concept to attracts                
consumers, incorporating simpler groceries to buy, since we are already seeing washing            
detergents for the textiles. It will not be impossible to see chocolate, tea or even a bakery in                  
retail stores in the future. We might also see more types of education offered in               
establishments, for example a home decor store can offer classes in pottery, glass blowing or               
stitching. However one thing is for sure, we will not see the “no food” sign outside of stores                  
in the future.  
 
Between retail and retail there will be cannibalization, unless more individual and unique             
concepts enter the market. If the market become more niched, and all establishments are not               
interchangeable, the cannibalization will decrease. In the same way as for F&B, if there is a                
meeting place with only several within the same franchise, there will be halo effect instead.               
The possibility for a concept of a space with several brands established together might              
continue to grow further. Since the few amount existing today are performing well, we              
believe it will be a growing concept. It might not only be in retail, but within other sectors as                   
well, such as a farmers market. It will increase the supply and possibility for more               
independent brands, which might not afford a whole space for themselves. It will increase              
each others exposure and hopefully profits and be a halo effect. 
 
And lastly, it will be a halo effect for all sectors between the different channels, and only                 
because of the possibilities which are enables from it, such as exposure and increase of sales.                
The more cooperation there is between the virtual and physical channel, with more focus on               
either advantages, the more flow and consumption there will be.  
 
If the boom will continue on the market in the future, consumers will continue to spend their                 
income on F&B and retail. Other sectors will grow as well, above all the H&B sector. Some                 
say the sector is saturated, but that is mostly for opticians and gyms, and maybe nail salons.                 
To survive the over saturated market more establishments will focus on experience to             
increase attractiveness and footfall from consumers. The consumers will shop online more,            
based on available data presented in 2.3 E-commerce effects on physical retail, so the amount               
of physical retail will be reduced. The focus will also not be on establishing new spaces, but                 
to continue as today and focus on the already established spaces. Make the layout more               
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effective and increase its strengths. There will likely also be an inflow of more experience               
driven concepts in the spaces to attract consumers and increase profits.  
 
If a recession were to happen to the economy, which most believe, all sectors will take a hard                  
hit from it. Those whom will survive are the better more interesting concepts and the classic                
establishments which has been on the market for hundreds of years with an established flow               
of consumers. There will, inevitably, be more vacancies which the real estate owners will              
struggle to fill. Considering what consumers can afford today, an influx of low cost brands               
will appear in meeting places. Because they are what will be demanded by the consumers and                
can afford the rents. The consumers will continue to eat outside because of convenience, but               
for a smaller check than today. The actors within F&B which will survive are efficient and                
well established establishments, in all segments within F&B. However, in all segments only             
budget alternatives and luxury establishments will perform well, in comparison to mid-end.            
Consumers will want the cheaper and faster alternatives as well as enjoy some luxury from               
time to time, but they will decrease their spontaneous visits to the middle segments in F&B.                
The reason the mid-end segment will have a harder time is because they are not as efficient as                  
budget alternatives, but at the same time do not make the same profits as luxury. Therefore, it                 
is mostly the middle segment which will have to streamline their costs as well as make spaces                 
more effective, either so they profit more or decrease the experienced time to order, and they                
will predominantly experience the consumer change. So, it is most likely all segments will              
survive in some way, cafés, lunch establishments and dinner restaurants, but not the mid-end              
actors within those segments. Retailers will continue to incorporate other sectors within their             
establishments, and even try other segments within retail such as decor. Further, F&B will              
most likely focus more on drinks and beverages, since it is where they make the most profit. 
 
In the future, it is crucial to create long relationships with consumers so F&B establishments               
are investing a lot of money towards being heard and seen. The importance of sustainability               
will be more prominent in the future both for retail and F&B since the health theme will                 
continue because the customers become more aware of what they eat today. 
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9. Conclusion 
The last chapter will present the conclusion of the study answering the research question              
“How does e-commerce affect the F&B market?”, including the underlying questions, based            
on discussions and finally present potential future research of the topic.  

 
E-commerce will continue to grow, which affects the demand of retail spaces, where physical              
stores close or require smaller spaces. Larger spaces will be used for other sectors, such as                
culture hubs. E-commerce creates a market where only the best retailers survive. The growth              
of the online market will further prosper businesses using omni-channels and build the space              
around webrooming, and is the future for retail. Halo effect show a beneficial collaboration              
between the physical stores and the online market, where physical stores are used for              
marketing, service and meeting places, while e-commerce offers products at a cheaper price.             
Further, there will be a halo effect between retail and F&B, and is already in motion today                 
with the increased amount of F&B in retail spaces. 
 
The conclusion regarding the meeting place is that it will have a larger mix of different                
segments. There will not be shopping streets anymore, but rather the meeting place will be               
established as a stock portfolio with actors within several different sectors to reduce risk.              
Other markets will emerge, such as H&B, culture, service and education. The combination             
will create a constant flow in the area and therefore increase footfall for all actors. All sectors                 
will collaborate and merge with other segments and cause industry drift to survive the              
changed consumer demand. The meeting place will be more important in the future,             
considering consumers are becoming more digital and live in the virtual world, so the social               
aspect will be more crucial. This is not only the case for large meeting places, internal                
meeting places within spaces will be important and more thought through. Meeting places             
will focus more on experience and engagement for the consumers, to increase attractiveness.             
Further, there will not be any spaces created in the CBD of Stockholm, only conversions if                
not more real estate owners open F&B on the roofs. One example of this is Sergelstan.  
 
Both the physical retail market and the F&B market is saturated today. A decreased demand               
of spaces today results in vacant spaces. Therefore, new actors can and will emerge on the                
market. First as e-commerce, with one small physical space to market themselves. The reason              
more retail will enter the saturated market is because real estate owners still prefer to rent to                 
retail, no matter the saturation. Since new actors only establish one store in one location,               
meeting places will divert from each other in their supply and therefore decrease             
cannibalisation between one another. Since meeting places will not be interchangeable. To            
create more footfall, retail spaces will focus more on atmosphere and service in the store, and                
will combine other sectors internally, to create experience for the consumes and to receive              
engagement from them.  
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The increase in vacancy from retail have opened up opportunities for F&B to establish. This               
have caused an over establishment of F&B in Stockholm CBD since real estate owners filled               
the vacant spaces with the second best alternative, F&B. This estimated in cannibalisation on              
the market. The F&B market is saturated, and in order to survive businesses need to               
streamline their outgoing costs and usage of spaces. Since the real estate owners ignored the               
warning signals of the saturated market, it caused a delayed reaction of action. One factor is                
the lease term which makes it harder to amend and restructure current surfaces where smaller               
units were needed in the beginning.  
 
One conclusion to be drawn from this thesis is that lease agreements will be between 5-10                
years based on the case study and spaces will be smaller. With the reduced size in spaces, the                  
total cost of rent will be less for the tenants. However, the price per square meter will                 
therefore increase so the real estate owners will profit more from establishing smaller spaces.  
 
In the future, there will be more mixed sectors in the meeting place with a larger supply of                  
single small space actors. There will be more collaboration and the line between sectors will               
be blurred since actors will intertwine several sectors within their establishment. Those who             
survive a faltering market are budget alternatives as well as luxury, within all sectors and               
segments, and the mid-end range will have a harder time to survive since they are not as                 
effective as budget nor make the same profit marginal as luxury. In conclusion, the mid-end               
segment has to adapt their concept and spaces as they are the most vulnerable. Worth noting                
is that consumers have independent perspectives of what is budget, mid-end and luxury, so in               
between segments might still manage to survive. However, every change and habit will be              
based on consumer behaviour, and millennials will pave the way for the future. 

9.1 Future research 
For future research, we recommend observing other emerging markets, which in turn will             
inherit the role F&B has today. We, the authors, believe some of the sectors will be the H&B                  
sector, the culture sector, the education sector and the experience sector. It is very interesting               
to observe how they will interact and intervene in each other in the future. Further, the                
research with how the future meeting place will be structured regarding all sectors, not only               
the retail and F&B sector. An idea is to research how longer opening hours for retail will                 
affect the market and economy in a country. 
 
Further, a future research can be how logistics will develop in the future, and how it will                 
affect all sectors on the market. How the structure will be on the physical counterparts, with                
more collaborative click-and-collect establishments or collective spaces for individual brands.  
 
It is also worth to research the industry drift, how there might not be individual sectors in the                  
future, but more collective spaces for several segments and how establishments will be             
structured in the future, both in spaces and leases.  
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Appendix 1 - Blueprints of Sergelgatan 
Blueprint of all floors connected to Sergelhusen on Sergelgatan. 

 
Planned pathways which takes the consumer between Sergelgatan and Sveavägen. 
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The blueprints before the reconstruction on Sergelhusen. 
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Appendix 2 - Blueprints of Malmskillnadsgatan 
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Appendix 3 - Interview questions 
Interview questions for Real Estate actors 
What is the most profitable establishing between Retail and F&B? 

● Vilken typ av sektor är mest gynnsamt att hyra ut till och varför? 
● Vilken typ av lokalyta efterfrågas av hyresgästen idag inom Retail? 
● Vilken typ av lokalyta efterfrågas av hyresgästen idag inom F&B? 

○ Anpassar sig fastighetsägaren till dessa krav? 
● Vilken typ av kontrakt är gynnsammast vid Retail som hyresgäst? 

○ Flexibla, korta, långa? 
● Vilken typ av kontrakt är gynnsammast vid F&B som hyresgäst? 

○ Flexibla, korta, långa? 
● Är det någon skillnad på kontrakt samt ytor mellan F&B och Retail? 
● Varför väljer man att bygga om befintliga fastigheter från Retail till F&B? 
● Hur har trenden sett ut de senaste 10 åren? 
● Vilka faktorer väger tyngst i val av hyresgäst? 

 
How does the online retail market affect the food and beverage market? 

● Kommer e-handeln att fortsätta växa och hur? 
● Påverkar ökad e-handel efterfrågan på lokaler av Retail?  

○ Finns det fler faktorer? 
● Tror ni att e-handeln påverkar F&B? 
● Vad finns det för fler faktorer som påverkar e-handeln och efterfrågan av F&B? 
● Tycker ni e-handeln är något positivt eller negativt när det kommer till påverkan på: 

○ Retail 
○ F&B sektor 
○ Mötesplatsen 

 
How is the optimal meeting place for retail and F&B established today? 

● Vad är en mötesplats för er och hur ser den optimala mötesplatsen ut idag?  
● Hur såg mötesplatsen ut för 10 år sen i Sverige? 
● Hur ser den framtida (om 10 år) mötesplatsen ut? 
● Är mötesplatsen viktigare idag än tidigare? 
● Vad tror ni driver en förändrad mötesplats? 
● Hur mixas utbudet mellan Retail och F&B? 

 
What will happen when the demand for physical retail and F&B is saturated? 

● Vad tror ni driver efterfrågan på F&B idag? 
● När tror ni utbudet är mättat angående Retail? 
● När tror ni utbudet är mättat med F&B? 
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● Vad kommer att ske när efterfrågan mättas för Retail samt F&B? 
 
How will the structure of retail and F&B be in 10 years? 

● Hur väljer ni angående placeringen av Retail samt F&B? 
● Tror ni att Kannibalism/Halo kommer ske i framtiden hos olika sektorerna (Retail och 

F&B)? 
● Beroende på olika framtidsaspekt, hur tror ni att framtiden kommer se ut angående 

mötesplatsen? 
○ Hur kommer det se ut för Retailers? 
○ Hur kommer det se ut för F&B?  

 
Interview questions for F&B and Retail actors  
How does the online retail market affect the food and beverage market? 

● Hur påverkar e-handeln F&B/Retail? 
● Kommer e-handeln att fortsätta växa och hur kommer den att växa för F&B/Retail? 
● Påverkar ökad e-handel efterfrågan på lokaler av F&B/Retail?  
● Finns det fler faktorer som driver efterfrågan? 
● Är e-handeln är ett hot, en möjlighet eller saknar den påverkan på F&B/Retail? 

 
How is the optimal meeting place for retail and F&B established today? 

● Ser ni F&B/Retail som en mötesplats?  
● Skapar ni mötesplatser idag eller befinner ni er i en större mötesplats? 
● Hur skapar ni mötesplatser? 
● Vilken roll har F&B/Retail i mötesplatsen idag? 
● Vad tror ni driver en förändrad mötesplats? 
● Hur anpassar ni er till den förändrade mötesplatsen? 
● Hur mixas utbudet mellan Retail och F&B? 
● Hur är er omsättning i de områden som är saturerade respektive kala av F&B/Retail? 
● Hur är sammanställningen av sektorer i de områden där ni omsätter som mest? 
● Vilka sektorer ser ni gärna som grannar? 
● Ser ni något samarbete med andra aktörer av F&B/Retail i framtiden? 
● Är ni inspirerade av internationella aktörer? 
● Vad för typ av ytor efterfrågar ni? 
● Förändringen de senaste 10 år sedan? 
● Vart är ni helst placerade? 
● Vad för hyreskontrakt efterfrågar ni angående längd och struktur? 

 
What will happen when the demand for physical retail and F&B is saturated? 

● Vad tror ni driver efterfrågan på F&B/Retail idag? 
● Hur såg marknaden ut för F&B/Retail för 10 år sedan? 
● När tror ni utbudet är mättat angående F&B/Retail? 
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● Hur upplever ni en mättnad marknad? 
● Vad kommer att ske när efterfrågan mättas för F&B/Retail? 
● Hur kommer ni att arbeta för att överleva på en mättad marknad? 
● Vilken typ av aktörer inom F&B/Retail kommer att klara sig och överleva? 
● Vilket är det nästa vi kommer att se i branschen? 
● Ser ni på alternativa affärsområden? 

○ I så fall vilka? 
 
How will the structure of retail and F&B be in 10 years? 

● Tror ni att Kannibalism/Halo kommer ske i framtiden hos Retail och F&B? 
○ Både inom sektorerna samt mellan dem 

● Hur tror ni att framtiden kommer se ut angående mötesplatsen i en hög- eller 
lågkonjunktur? 

● Hur kommer det se ut för F&B/Retail? 
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